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Introduction
The Crummer Sun Trust Investment Portfolio was established in 1999 by means
of a $500,000 endowment from the Sun Trust Bank of Central Florida Foundation
to the Crummer Graduate School of Business at Rollins College. The endowment
was established through successive $100,000 donations over five years
The endowment was established for the use of the Portfolio Management/Theory
and Applications course in order to provide practical portfolio management
opportunities as well as scholarships for future Crummer students. The Rollins
College Endowment Fund Pool Statement of Investment Objectives and Policies
provides general guidance for the investment of the portfolio, while more specific
direction is provided by Crummer Sun Trust Portfolio Investment Policy which was
revised by the Portfolio Management/Theory and Applications students in
January 2004.
The ultimate goal of the portfolio is to provide funding for a number of $5,000
scholarships that are bestowed upon highly qualified Crummer students who
shall be designated Sun Trust Scholars. The number of scholarships made
available each year is based directly on the performance of the portfolio in the
preceding years. After year three of the portfolio, 4.5 percent of the three-year
moving average of the portfolio's market value is to be distributed in the form of
scholarships. Therefore, the year-end market values for 2002, 2003, and 2004
will be used to determine the number of scholarships that are available for
distribution in 2005.

Investment Goal
The investment goal is to provide a long-term, real total rate of return that will
increase the purchasing power of the Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio assets net of
expenses and distributions.
In order to achieve its investment goal, the
Crummer/SunTrust Portfolio will adopt a strategic asset allocation that will
achieve its long-term return goal with a prudent level of volatility.
The fund is considered to be held in perpetuity. Despite the long term view, as
managing directors, we must manage the fund with a one year time horizon. We
do not feel as if any assets currently held in the fund have been purchased fo r
the long term. As a result of this fund being rebalanced by different managers
every year, we are not entering into any instruments which have either upfront
loads or will not be liquid within a year.
The target growth rate for the portfolio factors in expenses, inflation, distributions,
and also appreciation in the value of the portfolio. The ranges are broken out
below:
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Administrative and Trading Expenses
Allowance for Inflation

2-3%

Distribution from Portfolio 1

3%-5%%

Portfolio Real Growth

2%

Target Total Return

8%-12%

-2~%

Policy Guidelines
For purpose of managing the portfolio, eight strategic asset classes have been
broken out. Each asset class has a minimum amount which can be invested and
is defined as 5% in the Policy. The Policy also states that no asset may make up
more than 5% of the total portfolio or 20% of its respective asset class . In
addition to the defined asset classes in the policy, we have added a separate
category for REIT's and Gold.
Asset Class
Minimum Weight
Benchmark
Large Cap - Growth

5%

S&P/BARRA 500
Large Growth TR

Large Cap - Value

5%

S&P/BARRA 500
Large Value TR

Mid Cap - Growth

5%

S&PIBARRA 400
Mid-Cap Growth TR

Mid Cap - Value •

5%

S&P/BARRA 400
Mid-Cap Value TR

Small Cap - Growth

5%

S&P/BARRA 600
Small Growth TR

Small Cap - Value•

5%

S&PIBARRA 600
Small Value TR

International Equity

5%

MSCI - EAFE TR

Fixed Income

5%

Portfolio weighted
average ofLB
Govt/Credit indices

1

The distribution policy is 4 l/2% of the trailing three year average of the portfolio. Therefore, in any one
year the distribution may be greater or less than 5% depending on prior performance.
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Methodology
Both top down and bottom up methods were used to create the portfolio. The
managing directors presented a broad economic analysis to the class, "Economic
Analysis" (listed in the next section) . Each team of analysts then used screens
and other search methods to evaluate companies to recommend. Once all
stocks were recommended , the managing directors used the sector weightings of
the S&P 500 as a starting point and adjusted allocations based on the consensus
of general economic conditions. Once this was done, individual stocks were
allocated within the sectors and the portfolio was created.

Economic Analysis
•

•

•

•

Short Term Analysis - In the short term there are many events that will
affect the global markets. One major impact on the market is the
upcoming Presidential election. It appears the market believes Bush
would be a better President for growth. As a result, the closer the race is,
the more the market will price in lower growth in the event Kerry will win.
Additionally the threat of another terror attack is a reality. Such an attack
would materially affect the business prospects of many industries. A
portion of the portfolio will need to be allocated to non-cyclical positions
that are less sensitive to a shock to consumer confidence .
Government Effects - President Bush and congress are creating Fiscal
Policy expansion. While the deficit is reaching new levels, tax cuts are
being instituted in order to generate economic stimulus. The managing
directors believe the stimulus will .lead to economic growth.
Economic Growth- For the 3rd quarter of 2003 GOP grew at an
annualized rate of 8.2%. However, in the 4th quarter it fell to 4%
annualized rate, which was short of Wall Street expectations. Job Growth
and the unemployment rate have sent confusing signals to the market.
The monthly jobs report data has been unreliable from month to month.
However, the long term prospects for the year are for jobs to be added .
This could translate to elevated demand for consumer goods. Capacity
utilization is finally reaching a top. Fewer and fewer businesses will be
able to meet growing demand by simply dusting off old equipment.
Significant capital expenditure should result, as well as added jobs. These
factors will contribute to continued economic expansion.
Interest Rates - The Federal Reserve has driven rates to record lows in
order to help promote capital spending and job growth . The low rates
have spurred home building. Bonds have seen significant returns in the
past couple years due to the decreasing rate environment. We expect the
Fed to raise rates by at least 25 to 50 basis points (bp) before the end of
the year. The rising rates will depress bond prices leading to low returns.
Other investments are not likely to experience as significant of a decline in
price for a 25 to 50 bp increase in short term rates. Many of these interest
rate sensitive investments are correlated with other events, such as
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•

•

•

economic growth. Inflation has remained in check and we do not expect
to see any major inflation concerns within the next year.
Globalization -The world is becoming more of a Global economy.
Capital markets are being liberalized and the average investor can easily
gain exposure to many more markets. We believe that Global markets
can be a significant way to hedge the risks of the US market. Among the
areas we view as favorable are:
o Japan - The capital markets have stabilized, deflation is settling
down, the yen is less tied to the dollar which should create more of
a natural hedge with US stocks.
o China- High Growth, however, government intervention could
quench some of the growth. China's high demand for steel and
other raw materials is driving commodity prices up.
o EU- The European Union continues to add more countries and
gain more economic strength. The increase of the Euro has put
pressure on many exporting countries. The Olympics should help
travel this year. There have been some issues with high level of
debt in member countries. EU monetary authority may be ready to
lower interest rates to promote expansion.
o South and Central America- China is setting up camp for many
commodity industries within these areas. Several steel mines have
been opened in partnership with Chinese countries. Many
countries continue to have political instability. Venezuela's
problems can affect the flow of oil to the US.
Commodities
o Oil- Prices recently moved above $37 a barrel, we believe this is a
temporary high that has a good chance of correcting in the second
half of the year. OPEC has recently planned to cut production
levels for oil; however, we believe this will not take hold. The
currently high prices may provoke the cartel to maintain the higher
level of production. Unexpected harsh winter conditions caused
excess demand for oil, we believe as summer approaches and
demand eases, prices will fall from their artificial highs. The
undersupply problems that have inflated prices will most likely
disappear as Iraq and Venezuela begin to ramp up production and
exploration success in Western Africa takes hold.
o Metals- As China continues to grow, it will continue to put
tremendous pressures on prices of metals. Steel prices have
nearly doubled since the lows hit last June. Some smaller
companies are reporting shortages of steel and many others who
rely on this and other metals are showing a decrease in margins as
a result of the increased costs.
US Dollar- The US dollar declined 21% against the Euro in 2003 and is at
levels on ly last seen in 1992 against the pound sterling. The low interest
rates and increased government spending have sent the value of the
dollar tumbling. However, this has benefited many of the major global
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companies who derive a significant portion of their revenues in other
countries. As fewer countries keep their currencies pegged to the dollar,
the US dollar should remain low for the coming year.

Assumptions on Returns for Asset Classes
In general, our prospects for the US markets are not very positive. In 2003 we
saw the S&P 500 increase roughly 30% and the NASDAQ shoot up 50%. We
believe that the market will be relatively flat this year. We believe the primary
factors driving the market will be unemployment, interest rates , and exchange
rates. As a result, we believe that major companies that are diversified and have
a high quality of earnings will outperform the market.
• Large Cap- While historically over the aggregate of business cycles ,
small cap has outperformed large cap, however in the later stages of an
expansionary cycle large cap leads. We believe for 2004 large cap will
outperform the other domestic equity asset classes . With US exchange
rates at low levels, the larger companies will be poised and ready to take
advantage of international markets. They will also have less competition
from foreign companies as a result of higher costs to import. The larger
companies also will have better capabilities to hedge not only the currency
risks, but also risks in the commodity markets. There is a high level of
capacity in the economy and the larger companies can better capitalize on
this as when the economy begins to improve. Additionally , the gains from
the utilization of excess capacity will play a role in earnings growth of large
companies for 2004 as they did for smaller companies in 2003. We
believe that companies that have high quality earnings and good earning
forecast will do well in the next year. We also believe that large cap high
yielding stocks will make a good investment to offset a concern with debt
securities discussed below.
• Mid Cap- Many companies within select industries of this asset class
should see higher returns. However, returns for the group as a whole will
trail returns for large cap resulting from a lack of international presence
and ability to offset returns in lagging business segments with strong
business segments.
• Small Cap- The weakest segment we see going forward. Many of the
underlying issues within the US economy will affect this area. Most small
companies do not have the global presence that can hedge any
weaknesses in the US economy.
• Fixed Income - Low interest rates combined with forecasted rising rates
make this a very unfavorable sector. Our portfolio has no actual bonds in
it that we can continue to hold. We believe the only area in fixed income
is short term treasuries, and these securities are not even yielding 1%.
Historically, returns for this asset class would be roughly 5-6%, something
that is not attainable this year.
• REIT's - This is an asset class that has a low correlation to the market
and can also serve as a substitute for bonds due to its high yields and
relatively stable price due to the nature of the underlying assets, real
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estate. As interest rates begin to rise, we believe this area will become
more favorable because people will move from a bias of buying properties
to renting . Most properties w ill see an increase in occupancy flow directly
to the bottom line. We believe this sector will provide high yields in the
range of 5-6% and also experience some price appreciation.
International- Globalization is something that will benefit not only the
world economy, but investors as well. More diversification can be found
by placing assets in foreign markets. With the increased risk and
uncertainty in the US markets, foreign markets are a good place to make a
play on equity securities. We believe that Asia, Europe, and South
America can yield relatively high investment returns. We believe that most
major global markets will outperform the US markets.
Gold- In 2003, Gold saw a price appreciation of over 20%. While the
portfolio did not own any gold to take advantage of this move, we believe
that this is an asset that is important to have in order to provide
diversification. While we do not expect tremendous gains in gold , it does
have a slight negative correlation to the market. As a result, it should act
as an effective hedge and a place of security for the portfolio.

In summation, there are several areas with high prospects including, Large Cap
Stocks, REIT's, Global Companies, and Foreign markets. We will concentrate
the bulk of our portfolio on these main areas, striving for diversification in order to
hedge the losses in any one particular sector.

Asset Allocation
The efficient frontier and optimization of asset classes for the portfolio
construction have been used alongside the rational argument explained above.
We believe that the value of the software lies in its ability to aid in construction of
a portfolio, not determine the construction outright.
The optimization software creates an efficient frontier using the expected return
and standard deviation information for each asset class. Every point on the
frontier represents an asset allocation. Each of these allocations represents the
lowest level of risk that can be achieved for a particular level of expected return .
Risk adjusted returns can be measured with the Sharpe ratio . The higher the
Sharpe ratio, the higher the level of expected return for each additional unit of
risk. Each point on the efficient frontier represents the highest Sharpe ratio
possible for the corresponding expected return .
Considering the global economic environment forecast for the next 12-18
months, we have developed an expected return for each asset class . Following
the rational discussed in the previous section "Assumptions on Returns for Asset
Classes" we believe each asset class will exhibit the following expected returns:
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Asset Class
Large Growth
Large Value
Mid Value
Mid Growth
Small Value
Small Growth
Gold
REIT
lnt'l
Japan
T-Bill Ladder
Money Market
LT Gov't
IT Gov't
Corporate

Forecast
E(x)

Historic
E(x)

Standard
Dev.

12.50
12.00
9.00
9.00
9.00
7.50
4.50
9.00
12.00
14.00
1.70
1.00

11 .01
12.20
15.45
12.13
17.29
12.34
9.09
11 .52
12.69
13.86
6.01
3.75
5.77
5.51
9.05

19.58
16.88
19.66
23.43
22.08
26.73
22.37
16.83
18.90
25.70
0.93
0.92
8.27
4.62
8.46

-

We made no expectation about standard deviation as we do not believe there is
any basis to conclude it will vary differently from the historic averages.
Proposed Portfolio Expected Return Using Forecasted Asset Class Returns
Expected Return= 10.10%
Standard Deviation= 14.73%
Sharpe Ratio = 0.69

We entered the forecasted returns and historic standard deviations into the
optimization software. The proposed portfolio allocation has an expected return
of 10.10%, well within our policy statement objective of 8.5% to 12%. The
corresponding standard deviation is 14.73%. These figures compute to a Sharpe
ratio of 0.69. We believe this allocation compares favorably with the optimal
allocation computed by the software.
Efficient Portfolio Expected Return Using Forecasted Asset Class Returns
Expected Return= 10.88%
Standard Deviation= 14.73%
Sharpe Ratio= 0.74

At the same standard deviation level of 14.73%, the optimal allocation has an
expected return of 10.88%, and a Sharpe ratio of 0.74. The small difference in
Sharpe ratio, we believe, is small enough to justify the proposed allocation.
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~location Comparlson ~Est.

18.00
16.00

Allocation Co~ltl$00

Expected Returns

,--~~~~~~~-------,

14.73

1.00 , - - - - -- -- - --

-----,

0 ,90

14.73

0 .80

14.00

0 .74

0 .70

12.00

0.60

10.00

0 .50

8.00

0.40

6.00

030

4 .00

0.20

2.00

0.10

Op1imlar

Pettonnence Menu,..

There is the potential that our forecasted returns are incorrect. In the event that
the asset classes do not follow the forecast closely, we believe the proposed
allocation will perform effectively.
Proposed Portfolio Expected Return Using Historic Asset Class Returns
Expected Return= 12.21%
Standard Deviation= 14.73%
Sharpe Ratio = 0.83

We input historic returns and historic standard deviations into the optimization
software. Under the historic returns for the asset classes the proposed allocation
has an expected return of 12.21% which is slightly above our policy statement
objective of 8.5% to 12% . The corresponding standard deviation is 14.73%.
These figures compute to a Sharpe ratio of 0.83. We believe this allocation
compares favorably with the optimal allocation computed by the software.
, - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - , ,- - - - - - - - ------ - - - --- Alloc:.tlon Comparison. Hlstor1c Expected Returns

Allocation Comparison

18.00 . - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

1.00

16.00

, • .00
0.80

12.00

J

10.00

1

800
8 .00

4.00

0

J 0.00
~

:5

0.<40
0.20

2.00

Allocaaon

Efficient Portfolio Expected Return Using Historic Asset Class Returns
Expected Return= 13.5%
Standard Deviation= 14.73%
Sharpe Ratio = 0.92

At the same standard deviation level of 14.73% the optimal allocation has an
expected return of 13.50%, and a Sharpe ratio of 0.92. The small difference in
Sharpe ratio, we believe, is sufficiently small to justify the proposed allocation.
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The table below summarizes the Expected Returns, Standard Deviations, and
Sharpe Ratios for both sets of asset class performance (Expectational and
Historic)

Expected Return
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Ratio

Forecasted Returns
Proposal
Optimal
10.10%
10.88%
14.73%
14.73%

.69

Historic Returns
Proposal
Optimal
12.21%
13.5%
14.73
14.73%

.74

.83

.92

The proposed balanced asset allocation is listed below:
Final Proposal
%of Assets
Large Growth
Large Value
Mid Value
Mid Growth
Small Value
Small Growth
Gold
REIT
International ex Japan
Japan
Treasury Ladder
Money Market
LT Government Bond
IT Government Bond
Corporate Bond

Position Details

12.50
13.05
7.00
5.00
6.40
6.40
3.80
15.00
21.00
6.00
5.00

-

-

2

Capital Goods (S&P Market Weight)
As the economy increases, there should be an increase in capital goods
spending. Global growth and the opening of new markets will provide
potential for multinational corporations. Defense and government
spending should remain strong not only for the US but also for other major
industrialized countries.
2

The percentages listed to the right indicate the weight of each position within the economic
sector. (ex. COL= 17.5% of the "Capital Goods" sector allocation)
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OL

Rockw.ell Collins Inc.
o
o
o

·'GD
o
o
o

DG
o
o
o

'li!RJ
o
o
o

. UIB
o
o
o

ifHO
o

o
o

HR
o
o

17.5%

Low debt ratios will allow continued acquisitions
34% of revenues derived from overseas
Seen a pickup in aircraft equipment; however, the aircraft industry
is always volatile
General namic
17.5%
Strong Backlog
Should continue to see strength in government related contracts
Defense lndustl}' is always de endent on overnment s ending
Allied Defense Grou
10%
Strong international presence
Strong position of cash on balance sheet
Margins have been squeezed due to increase in steal prices. In
correspondence with company, they said they believed they have
contained these costs.
Embraer-1! resa 8'rflcsilei
13~
Regional aircraft should see strong growth
Strong backlog for regional jets
Location in Brazil, which has a volatile currency. However, most
contracts are denominated in dollars
KubOcta Cor, oratiOn
2~
Heavy growth in Asia will benefit Kubota
Low debt to equity ratio
Board has authorized share re urchase
Thor lndt~strles
15%
Company has a 12.8% share of market
Should continue to see growth as market grows
Has no debt and should allow the company to continue its
acguisition strateg
Da aher Co" ora
o(.<t:-:-,io-n- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1
'75;;;;
, %-:no
Has seen strong internal growth as economy recovers
Acquisitions are important aspect of growth
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Conglomerates (S&P Market Weight)
Major conglomerates should be able to capitalize on their major global
presence as well as diversified business groups. These businesses
generally grow at a rate that is related to global growth.
-I!
General Filectric Com11.any_
--....;.._,;__ _ _ _ _ _--;;;5;':;1
0~
0o
o A strong diversified company with international exposure
o Pays a health dividend of 2.6%
==;
-=
MM
3M Com an;){
50o/cl
o International presence and diversity should benefit for the near
future
o Low debt to equity ratio will allow it to continue growth

Financials (S&P Underweight)
The financial industry has seen major gains in the previous years as a
result of low interest rates and the increase in consumer debt levels. As
rates rise, many of these financial institutions should see an impact in
lower demand for loans as well as a tightening of their interest spreads.
We believe that major diversified money center banks, specialty banks, and
regional banks have the greatest otential within this sector.
Citi rou Inc.
50°o.
o Global Diversification and product diversification are great
o Implementing process of better allocating capital based on
expected returns
=~--o_A
~
ny weakness in the global economy would hurt the company'--:~
RIB
MS A Co~ oration
1Bo/cl
o Large and Diverse Product offering
o Very dependent on interest rates
o Working on cutting ex enses
~~----------------~~
SPD
eS eed Inc.
20%
o Strong Growth with no debt
o Benefits by the growing deficit because of trading systems
o Future depends on generating:.-n_e_w...~p__
ro_d_u_c_ts_ _ _ _ _ _ _~-:"J
'STU
The Student Loan Cor. .
12°o
o Student debt growing at fast pace
o Loans are usually backed by Federal Government
o Limited by amount of debt each student can accumulate. Must
continue to attract new students

Healthcare (S&P Overweight)
This industry has the potential to see tremendous growth. As the average
age and life span continue to increase, drug companies should see a
benefit. Many American's are also seeing a higher rate of prescription
levels. The drug industry has been able to keep out cheap drugs from
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other countries; however, if Kerry were to win the presidency, this group
could see some downward ressure.
F&
Pfizer
15~
o Strong Pipeline justifies higher than industry P/E ratio
o High growth rates from a result of aggressive R&D spending
o Company is always at risk from having patents expire and
increasing competition from eneric drug makers
...,..,
,R,...,GO
"'""'='"'___P,...e-n-ri....._o_,Com/l;a:n·
~-------'"7
15
;· ;.o~
a

es

o
o
o
o
o

XJ
o

o
o

Generic Private Label drug maker
Low valuations with high growth potential
Wai-Mart accounts for 27% of sales
iShares Nasda Siotechnolog
10%
High growth potential for the future
Volatilit is an issue
iShares S&P , lobal H althcare
60°o
Stock prices have not participated in the general market rally over
the previous two years .
A great way to gain diversified exposure to a market that we believe
will show strong growth in the near future
Kerry is viewed as a negative for the industry, if he wins the
election, drug stocks could fall even farther.

Services (S&P Market Weight)
As the economy continues to recover and the employment rates go up,
consumer services should see a rebound. Both the cyclical and noncyclical companies should see an increase in sales.
'ADP
Auto·m a,tic Data Processing
15%
o Strong payroll growth will fuel increase ·in sales
o Low debt levels with significant amount of cash
· YY
S sco Con oration
15%
o Large company with strong growth in the food distribution service
o Wend 's accounts for 40% of sales
TD
Limited Brands Inc
15%
o Undervalued company with good growth potential
o Company has a good dividend yield at 2.5%
o The clothing industry can sometimes prove to be trendy and exhibit
volatility
RSN
Urban Outfitters l:nc
10%
o Company should experience strong growth in the coming year
o The compan has no long term debt on its balance sheet
ZO
Marine Max
10°o
o Forbes claims the company is "New King of boat sales"
o Should see higher sales as economy picks up
tXR
Pixar
10%
o A global leader in animated films
o Two films still to be released with Disney
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o Has negotiating leverage because the contract with Disney is
.-:::-:::-:-:----e
.:;x~p;.;.i;..;.;
rin;,;..9 after the next two films

A,c:centure Ltd.
10~
o Strong growth in global consulting business
=-=--=--___;,
o--:N
=o~
lo...;...::
ng term debt on balance sheet
:st..c
Belo Com_ora~ioa
15~
o Should profit from increase in advertising spending from economic
recovery as well as record presidential spending
o High growth rates from its diversified media holdings
,eN

Transportation (S&P Market Weight)
Businesses are still dependent on transportation to move freight and
packages. Also, as consumer spending increases and terrorism threats
wear off, consumer transportation could possibly also see an increase in
business.
30Qo
Southwes:t Airlines
o Regional Airlines that has had positive earnings growth
o Strong Balance sheet will help continue strong growth
o Authorized $300million share repurchase
PS
United Parcel ervice
o Strong delivery business that generates good cash flow
o Rated "Most Admired Company" by Forbes magazine

uv

30~

o
o
HGT

Global growth will provide strong growth
Undersup ly of ca acity has resulted in soaring shi ping costs
Kni ht Trans ortatlon
10~
o Strong business which has continued to grow sales
o Should benefit with growth in economy

Materials (S&P Overweight)
Global growth, particularly demand from China will provide plenty of
potential for this sector.
OW
The Dow Chemical Com anx
25%
o Continue to reduce overhead expenses
o Volumes should continue to grow with improving economic
condition
L4A
Alcoa Inc.
50'UJ
o Will benefit from global economic growth
o Savings from increased capacity utilization
o EPS will continue to grow from consolidation within the industry
'SHW
Sherwin·Williams Com an,
25%
o Active share buy back
o Exposure to growing South American economy
o Domestic economic expansion and improved consumer confidence
should increase do it your self expenditure
o Valuation is favorable
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Consumer Non-Cyclical (S&P Overweight)
The threat of a shock to consumer confidence from a terror attack makes
this sector a good defensive holding. We do not see these positions
experiencing as much of a price decline as other sectors in the event of a
terror attack. Additionally the continued expansion of the global economy
will continue to provide growth for these com anies.
"D
A.nJJeus'f!r-EJusch Com · antes IRe.
20%1
o Huge market share
o Success in the growing low carb market
o Evidence that the market of 21-27 year olds, the company's key
demographic is growing
o Strong international Qresence
r:-::":"
N=
z:--..;.._-:;H~.J
..;..~Heinz Com an
20°o
o 60% of sales derived internationally
o Efficiency gains are expected to continue
o Increased cash conversion
o Streamlined product offering
o Discount multi les make the current rice attractive
. JM
The J.M. Smucker Co. (NEW)
15%
o Results reflect strong sales from "Jif' and "Crisco" brands,
improved margins and a lower interest expenses
o Good ros ects for recent ac uisition
G
The Procter & Ga , ble Co.
20%
o Company is growing out of slump with intelligent and effective new
management
o Good all around ex osure to consumer sta le reduct market
tSTZ
Constellation Brands Inc.
15~
o Great global exposure
o Leading brands in wine
o Consistently outperforms industry averages
o Discount multi les to industry average are not warranted
MKC
McCormick & Compan~ Inc.
10%
o Impressive margin growth recently
o Focused on developing new products, and investing in marketing
efforts
o Strategic acquisitions and divestitures to refocus on core business

Energy (S&P Overweight)
The continued US and global economic expansion will provide stable
growth for the major integrated firms. Some smaller riskier positions in upstream and down-stream firms have been initiated MRO, PCO .
OM
Exxon MO:bil Cor~oration
30%
o Most geographically diversified oil company in the world
o Most financially sound oil company in the world
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Diversified well across up and down stream
Currently successfully pursuing cost cutting initiatives
OXY
Occidenlal Petroleum CorP-.
13%
o Good potential for exploration success in Middle East and West
Africa
o Strong upstream operations
o Quality asset base
o Focus on returns, and strong balance sheet
o All these factors command a higher multiple than the company is
r=-::::=---_,c::,;u=rr...;;e..;..n~
tly awarded by the market
BP
SP .I.e. 'ADR
25%
o Recent announcement to pay back free cash flow to investors
o Stayed committed to stock buy back program
o Traditional discount to XOM no longer warranted
RO
Marathon Oil Cor. oration
'-----------:'
15
-=0~
%
o Recent restructuring complete
o This position allows added ex osure to the downstream market
PCO
Premcor Inc.
17%
o This is a risky company with a lot of debt
o Company is on the acquisition trail
o Could be a great performer or a real underperformer
o
o

Technology (S&P Underweight)
The corporate replenishment of equipment and systems purchased during
Y2K panic is beginning to take effect. CEO confidence is running at record
levels. We believe corporate spending in this sector will provide some
upside potential, however the recent escalation of price/earnings ratios to
199912000 levels could, as well as commodity like nature of some divisions
of the sector, forces us to remain cautious.
~ CS
Atmfa,#ed Com ,u ter Services
1§%
o Focused on smaller sized business in niche market
o If IBM and other continue to gain ground ACS might be a sell
o For now the prospects are good , first mover advantage in market
should hel the com an maintain successful operation
, Et:.L
De/line.
20%
o Best business model ever, payables cycle much longer than
receivables
o Will be best suited among competitors should the computer
industry continue to commoditize
o Corporate replacement of Y2K equipment
o Best positioned for growth of notebook market
HPQ
Hewlett-Packard Comn.an
15%
o Should benefit from Corporate replacement like Dell
o Continued cost savings, good all around position in market to
d
"='i_v-=e,_
rs_ify ex osure to hardware from DELL
SWH
So:f tware HOLDRS
2'8° o
-=""":7.";_ _ _
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o

.ISMH
o
o

Software exposure without contingency risk of the big software
stocks such as MSFT and ORCL.
Semiconductor HOLDRS
25%
Semiconductor exposure without owning INTC, TNX or AMAT.
Concern that these companies are too focused on one type of Semi
business. The nature of the business changes too fast to hold one
position.

Mid/Small-Cap Fund
'HFCGX

o
o

SJSX
o
o
o

RYSBX
o
o

Hennessx ...::C;..;:o'""'r,=
" n=
er.;...;s;..:;.to
.;;..;n;..;..e;:;...·...;:;
G;..;..
r<.;;..
o ·.:...;.
wt
. ;;.;h;.;...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Great track record
Good Small Blend Allocation

16%

lnde endence Small Ca·
42%
Great track record
Low NAV will not get in the way of management efficiency
Good Small Growth Allocation
Ro ce S ecial lfguity_
42o/d
Great track record
Closed to new investment, this might be a problem should we wish
to add to the position

REIT's
This area proves as an attractive alternative to Fixed Income, with payout
rates ranging from 5%-7%. While this sector is somewhat sensitive to
interest rates, it also sees benefit from the general economy. As the
recovery continues, industrial and commercial vacancy rates should
decrease. As employment picks up, some recovery would be expected in
the residential markets. While this sector has seen some price
appreciation as a result of investors moving into the market, with the
recent ul/back, this sector should f::Jrovide reasonable dividend returns.
SPG
Simon Pro ert Grou
25%
o Largest diversified mall REIT
o Strong growth in properties
o Derives 75% of income from rents
XP
Boston Pro etties
20%
o Core office holding in four major markets
o 91% of debt is fixed rate vs 75% in Dec 02
UDR
United Do·m inion Realty_
15%
o High Dividend Ratio
o Some concern as rates rise, but should see stronger demand for
apartments as em lo}'ment icks u
~--~--~------~--LD
ProLo is
25%
o 20% of revenues are diversified internationally
o Low debt/equity ratio
Crummer SunTrust - Student Managed Fund- April 2004
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'OP

o

High rofit margins

E uit Office P~no-::
du
~.c
-t~
s-------------

15'7a

o Expects occupancy levels to increase due to office job growth
o 97% of debt is fixed rate

International
The global community is continuing to grow. The Pacific Tigers are
recovering from the financial crisis of the late 90's, Japan has seen its
economy turn around, and new growth is being created by China and India.
As globalization occurs, all open market countries benefit. This area can
be viewed as a strong investment in order to diversify much of the market
risks s ecific to the US econom .
WJ
i'Shares MSCI-Ja a-n
18%1
o Japan Economic recovery underway
o Deflation appears to be contained
o Second largest economy in the world
-=..,.,...,,..,.-__:.o__:H
,;;,:ighly diversified across all sectors
Fidelity_ Diversi#ie d lnterna·tlonal
28%l
o Broad Global exposure
o Heavy ex12osure in financial sector
APTX
Matthews Pacilic Ti er
2S%l
o Exposure to Asia and Latin America
...------==-=""-o_ _,
M.,a_n--'
ager invests in smaller stocks which creates greater volatility
SSEMX
SS A Emergjng arkets
2~
o Low expense ratio for category
o Bias towards larger cap
=---o_,H
~ig.!:!!_Y. diversified
.fF
Morgan Stanle India Jnves.t ment
6%
o Strong play in a growing India economy
o Does not have a high allocation to tech, instead invested in
manufacturing and capital goods

·otvx

Gold
Though at record prices, gold remains a good method to diversify the
portfolio. Consensus estimates see gold prices for 2004 averaging around
$450, at the current price of $425, a move to consensus of $450 would be
favorable, and a move to the upper end of consensus would be
exceptional. Regardless of the outlook, the position is being initiated
because of the extreme diversification that can be realized with gold.
EF
Central Fund of Canada
:----;
75
;;;%~lo
o Primarily invested in gold and silver bullion, not the mining
companies
o Focused on long term holding
·GLDX
Scudder Go·l d & Precious M;.-e-=ta-;/.s........,
A-.
A:.:
R=P...----~-~---";;;'
25
...-.%
0'?
..
o More of a mining company fund
Crummer SunTrust - Student Managed Fund - April2004
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o

Good diversification within the asset class to protect against any
unexpected shocks to CEF

Equity Sector Weightings relative to S&P
Portfolio S&P 500

Information
Software
Hardware
Media
Telecommunications
Sector Total
Services
Healthcare
Consumer Services
Business Services
Financial Services
Sector Total
Manufacturing
Consumer Goods
Industrial Materials
Energy
Utilities
Sector Total

0.9
5.66
2.52
0

4.67
11.46
4.15
3.45

9.08

23.73

10.11
7.03
16.05
8.7

13.17
8.73
3.87
20.71

41.89

46.48

14.18
25.46
9.01
0.38

9.42
11.76
5.94
2.67

49.03

29.79
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Summary Recommendation - Page 1

*Indicates a current position

Ticker

Company Name

Dollar Value % of Portfolio

Capital Goods
COL
GD*
ADG
ERJ
KUB
THO
DHR*

Rockwell Collins, Inc.
General Dynamics Corp.
Allied Defense Group
Embraer-Empresa (ADR)
Kubota Corporation (ADR)
Thor Industries, Inc.
Danaher Corporation

$3,443
$3,428
$1,975
$2,574
$2,370
$2,963
$2,935

0.65%
0.65%
0.37%
0.49%
0.45%
0.56%
0.55%

Conglomerates
GE
MMM

General Electric Company
3M Company

$4,940
$4 ,907

0.93%
0.93%

Rockwell Collins, Inc.
MBNA Corporation
eSpeed , Inc.
The Sludent Loan Corp.

$9,858
$3,552
$3,952
$2,335

1.86%
0.67%
0.75%
0.44%

$5,917
$5,920
$3,935
$23,656

1.12%
1.12%
0.74%
4 .46%

Financials
C*
KRB
ESPD
STU
Healthcare
PFE*
PRGO
IBB
IXJ

Pfizer Inc.
Perrigo Company
iShares Nasdaq Biotechnology
iShares S&amp;P Global Healthcare Sector

ADP
SYY*
LTD
URBN
HZO
PIXR*
ACN
BLC

Automatic Data Processing
Sysco Corporation
Limited Brands, Inc.
Urban Outfitters, Inc.
MarineMax, Inc.
Pixar
Accenture Ltd
Belo Corporation

$2,978
$2,956
$2,948
$1,970
$1 ,971
$1 ,971
$1,979
$2,944

0.56%
0.56%
0.56%
0.37%
0.37%
0.37%
0.37%
0.56%

Southwest Airlines Co.
United Parcel Service
Overseas Shipholding Group Inc.
Knight Transportation

$2,951
$2,952
$2,949
$978

0.56%
0.56%
0.56%
0.1 8%

The Dow Chemical Company
Alcoa Inc.
Sherwin-Williams Company

$2,462
$4 ,927
$2,452

0.46%
0.93%
0.46%

$5,904
$5,909
$4,412
$5,962
$4,452
$2,952

1.11%
1.11%
0.83%
1.12%
0.84%
0.56%

Services

Transportation
LUV
UPS*
OSG
KNGT
Materials
DOW*

AA
SHW

Consumer Non-Cyclical
BUD*
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
HNZ*
H.J. Heinz Company
SJM*
The J.M. Smucker Co. (NEW)
The Procter & Gamble Co.
PG*
STZ
Constellation Brands Inc.
MKC*
McCormick & Company, Inc.
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Summary Recommendation - Page 2

*Indicates a current position
Dollar Value % of Portfolio

Ticker

Company Name

XOM

Exxon Mobil Corporation
Occidental Petroleum Corp
BP p.l.c. (ADR)
Marathon Oil Corporation
Premcor Inc.

$5,898
$2,575
$4,948
$2,969
$3,351

1.11%
0.49%
0.93%
0.56%
0.63%

Affiliated Computer Services
Dell Inc.
Hewlett-Packard Company
Software HOLDRS
Semiconductor HOLDRS

$3,618
$4,807
$3,606
$3,615
$4,094

0.68%
0.91%
0.68%
0.68%
0.77%

Energy

oxv·
BP
MRO
PCO
Technology
ACS*
DELL
HPQ
SWH
smh
Small Cap
DSISX
HFCGX*
RYSEX*

Independence Small Cap
Hennessy Cornerstone Growth
Royce Special Equity

$20,990
$21,624
$20,997

3.96%
4.08%
3.96%

SPG
PLD
EOP*
BXP
UDR

Simon Property Group, Inc
Pro Log is
Equity Office Properties
Boston Properties, Inc.
United Dominion Realty

$19,860
$19,876
$11,935
$15,899
$11 ,920

3.75%
3.75%
2 .25%
3.00%
2.25%

iShares MSCI-Japan
Fidelity Diversified International
Matthews Pacific Tiger
SSgA Emerging Markets
Morgan Stan India lnv Fd

$22,893
$40,070
$35,768
$35,771
$8,599

4.32%
7.56%
6.75%
6 .75%
1.62%

Central Fund of Canada
Scudder Gold & Precious Metals AARP

$15,105
$5,045

2.85%
0 .95%

30-60-90 Treasury

$26,523

5.00%

REIT

International
EWJ
FDIVX*
MAPTX
SSEMX
IIF
Gold
CEF
SGLDX
Fixed Income
Ladder
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SVVH

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

Oivlaend%

0 .10%

Microsoft Corp

MSFT

21%

Fees

0.00%

SapAg Ads

SAP

18%

Expenses

008%

Computer Assoc Inti

CA

13%

Oracle Corp

ORCL

8%

Intuit Inc

INTU

7%

Must traeR~ roundJot of tOO shares

Software

Other

tOiiUIO%

Adobe Systems

AOBE

7%

o,oo%

Veritas Software

VRTSE

5%

Peoplesoft Inc

PSFT

4%

Bmc Software

BMC

4%

Check Point Software Tech

CHKP

4%

Siebel Systems

SEBL

3%

Mercury Interactive

MERQ

3%

TIBX

1%

Standard Deviation
Sharpe Rat{l)

T ibco Software

P<lcel Prospective E<trnlng$
PIS

PIB

Long Temt Eam•ngs Growth
Book Value Growth
Sales Growlh

Cash Flow Growth

SIMl is the traGki[lg ElF for X~ Software Index

Marc Bianchi

Risks:

CST Research Team
Equity Research

'Small Va lue
Industry

Analyst Recommendation

_ _ _ _c_a..:.p_it_ai_G_o_o_d_s_ _ _ _ _A_e;..r.;..os..:.p;..a.;..ce;../D;..e;..f.;.;en...;s..;;e__, Em braer-Empresa

Ticker

company Name

l!ast Pl'k:e Exchange

Embraer.Smpresa Brastlefr de

Buy

8 ras ileir de Aero. (AD R)

New products combined with increase in regional jet sales worldwide should
help boost stock price

29 11 NYSE

12-18 Month Pliee Target

$9 Bil+ Backlog

$40

Heavy investment in R&D to continue development of its regional type jets

1.9

Beta
Dividel'ld%

134%

OF from OperatlOI'lS

50VMil.

Free OF

245.6 Mil

Has a low PEG ratio of 0.64 which indicates there is much growth in the stock
This growth should be realized as they continue to deliver new airp lanes as well a:
grow w ith the general growth in the market.

Forward 112 moot!) PIE

13.7

PIS

1,65

1.

PIB

3.38

32

30.1

Risks:
The company has many risks in currency and inflation from being located in Brazil.

$1 Growth Rate

173.1%

10,3~

LT Growth Rate

295%

12.6%

3,430.24

au.

Net Reveooes

21

eli.

Netlhcome

136 Mil

Market Cap

4286 Bit.

Total Assets

Book Value
Debt/Equity

$

9.65 per share
OA6

ConJPaQY O~ilrtion:
Embraer-Empresa Brasnetra de Aerooautlca SA (Embraer) has
grown from a go~emment-conlrolled company established IG
develop aoo produca aircraft for tha Bt&than A~ For{le iot9 a
company engaged in tha development, productiOn and matl\ettn9
of alrcrafl and evlettOn-relafed slOJctUJlal psns, components and
equipment Tlne Company foouses P.l'tma~ly on the manufacture ot
regtonal am:raft It P•odlllees aircraft for co;nmercial aviatiOn,
mifltary aviation and eotporate avlalten. Embr,aer is Otganlzed
based on the products and services itoffet's. Wnder Ibis
organizational tl(-ucture, it operates in four pmncipal segments.
regiOnal aircraft, defens& airc;aft, COI'POfate Jet and other re(ated
buslnasses.

The company is impacted by any changes in the airlines industry. This is an
industry that is volati le and can cause redical swings in sales and the stock pr ice.

4/1512004

THO

CST Research Team

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
April 10. 2004

Equity Research
Asset Class:

Sector

Analyst Recommendation

Industry

Mid Growth

Stron

Buy

t----c,;.;.:ap~l.;.;ta;..,I.;;G..;o,;.o,;,ds;;__ _ _ _,;.;M.;.;o;.;b.;;il,;,e.;,H;,;;o,;;m;,;e;:;s..:&;.;R;.;V;,;s;;__ _ _..., Thor Industries, Inc.
'l'lcker

Company Name

THO

Thor lndiJstnes, toe.

Company should benerit rrom Increase In RV sales In America.

Last Pdce Exchange

30.10 NYSE

12-16 Month Pnce 11arget

$34

Beta

0.8

@oVIdei!td o/o

High growth rates combined with low valuation ratios make this company highly
desirable

040%

Company has no debt which should allow it to continue its acquisition of smaller
companies. This acquisition strategy has allowed the company to increase
creativity and development as well as cut costs out or the supply chain.

CF from Operations

45 70 Mil

FreeCF

17.00Md.

ln!lU.strY
floJWal:d tl! rnol'l!h PIE

177

PIS

0.98

1.68

P/6

3.77

4.7E

St Clrow!h Ra!e

18.1%

27.5%

LT Growth Rate

15,0%

14.6%

25.2

Risks:
Companies growth is reliant upon ability to continuing to find smaller companies to
buy out.
Higher raw material cost could put pressure on margins However, the company

contmues to be able to offset these higher costs by increasong ordering quantity to
suit growth
MariketCap

1.72 Bil

1.8 611

Net Revenues
Net Income

83,6Mil

Total Assets

608.9Mil

Book Value

$

Debt/Equlty

7.94 per

snare

0

Thor lh<lustlfes, lt\C jirOOuces and sells a range of reqeaUoo veiileles-and sma
.and mld-soz.ed buses in the United States and Canada lf:\rough its stlbsidialies.
'l'ha plinclpal types of recreation vehiCles that it produces InClUde conventional
travel !latter~. fifth wheels, Class A and Class C motamomes and parik mOdels.
'UIOr also manufactures and sells related parts and a~es Thor's
Pdi\lClpal reCieatlon veh(cta operat109 substdoartes are Mstream, Inc..
Dutchmen Manufacturing, tnc., Four 'Mnds International, Inc., K'eystone FIN
Company, l<oll)fott Ootp., 'llllor America. Inc. Cila!r. Inc . l'hor Calilomta, Inc.
and Damon CorporatiOil. The Gompan)"s line of small and mod-st21ld buses
consists of aorport shuttle buses. tntfa-ufban and inter-urban mass
l ransportallon buses and bUses !Of tourist uses. Its principal small and mod·
'sized·btts ope<ating su!is!diaoes are Cr>ampoon Bus, Inc , ElDorado NatiOnal
fcautomta. Inc. and ElDorado National Kansas, Inc.

Analysts

RiChard Har<Jm

4/1 5/2004

ADP

CST Research Team

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Asset Class:
Ana lyst Recommendation

Automatic Data Processing, Inc. is involved in providing computerized

t-=':a::!..-~i::.:I!Q:!L.:~~-----=::=:t:...:.:o:::::...::::::::.r.!!!lill:..-4 transaction processinQ', data communication and information services. ADP

1'2-18 Mont]'\ Price Target

Seta

delivers Employer Services, Brokerage Services, Dealer Services and Claims
Services. its market coverage includes North America and Europe. Some
services are also brought in South America, Australia and Asia.

$54.00

095
• The company had the ability to generate an enormous amount of cash and it will
continue on the same trend. In the last two years, ADP has used this conditron to
repurchase common stocks.

130%

Dr'lldend%

• Any slight recovery in the US economy w ill greatly benefit ADP. Low interest rates,

-3 high unemployment and a bearish condition of the stock market have limited ADP

~---~::lll£..:...;;;,;;;;.;.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

OF from Operatlofls

1.492 6MM

Free OF

1,348.3MM

Projected 5 year growth rate

growth. Since it is highly improbable the extent of this condition, investor expectatior
regarding th is security have been inaeased.
• There is very low penetration in this particular market, therefore, there is a
tremendous growth opportunity.

11.5%

• Price to Sales is slightly better than that of the industry.
• ADP's stock has shown one of the highest return in the industry

Forward 12 month PIE

P/S

3.45

P1B

4.74

Risks:
• EPS growth will continue the declining trend. After many years of double digit
growth, last year EPS growth was 4%.

• Executive short term predictions have not been accurate.
Ear!'ungs 1 Year

-6.8%

Eam111gs 3 Year

11lA%

Earnings 5 Year

11.4%
65%

Sales

Markel Cap

26.18

Net Revenues

7.147.MM

Net Income

1,0t8MM

Total Assels

1$66

B:ook Value per ware

$9.11

$452

0.02

Debt/Equity

ADP is the world's largest provider lilf payroltprocessrng services. It also sells related prOducts
like-payroll-tax SetYices, 4M(-k) reoord4<eeprng,
and wO{kets' compensation msu~ance. ADP's
brokerage-services ul)it processes stock trades
for broke!'S and handles investor communioaiJons
for ftr-ms ADP also ties dealer and claims-Ger>~ices
drvlsrons that m<~lntaln and seR data to oor dealers
and the4nsurance it'ldustry.

Jose Zuniga

4/15/2004

OSG

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Asset Class:

1---..!.;;~~~;;_

______!~~~~~~..... Overseas Shipholding Group, Inc.
Shipping demand keeps increasing and capacity is not sufficient, therefore

!-"l::WL-.:t.:i::::.:li:t;i,£.;;,;;;;~i-----Z=::::.::.l.;.:.:::L..:=:~:::::sc:.-: backlog orders are increasing drastically

12-1'8 MOfllh Price Tal'9§lt

Seta

Oivldend %

Shipping demand keeps increasing and cargo prices are soaring. Most of this
demand comes from Asia, specifically China.
China is in high demand of energy and other commodities. Shipping companies
involved in oil transportation wtll greatly benefit from this.

!).8

2 00%

Cl' from Operations

$223 2MM

Free Cl'

$t03.1MM

Pr-ejected 5 year growth rate

Basis for recommendation:

$40

Competition in this market is currently not an issue as there is enough demand to
satisfy the industry. Backlog orders keep increasing providing shipping companie'
a solid ground to increase capacity.
The company is undervalued relat ive to the industry based on the PIE and P/B
ratios.

te"A.
Industry

F'ON/aro 12 month PIE

180

PIS

288

PIB

1.36
Risks:
Foreign exchange risk could increase if the dollar appreciates. Currently, this
would no represent a problem with China as the renminbi is pegged to the dollat
but it could potentially be an issue with other Asian countries as their central bank•
intervene the foreign exchange market to prop up the dollar. Japan would be a
good example of this as their economy is export-based and need a week yen.

St Growth Rate
LT Growth Rate
Sales Growth

Other issue the company faces is environmental. An oil spill could cost the
company dearly and its stock wou ld more than likely drop.

Market Cap

$1,21386

Net Revenues

$4311MM

N'etlnoome

$121 .3MM

Total Assets

$12.GBB

Book Value

$25.54 per $hare
0.8$

Overseas Sh•ph01dlng Group. loo. is an
mdependent bulk $hipp1ng eompany engaged
pdmarily In the ocean transportation of crude on
and petroleum products. As ol December 31,
2003, the Company's modem fleet consisted of 52

oceangGing vess&ls thet aggregate 9.0 rnJnion
deadweight tons, of whicll4G vessels operate<:! In
the 111temational m&fket and nine ve$sels operated
in the lllnited States Flag market Of 1M 52
vessels In OSG's fleet, 47 are tankers engaged '"
the oil fransportafion business. Its fiVe other
vessel$ are engaged iA the transportation at dry
bulk cargo

4/1 5/2004

ACN

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

$31

12-1$ Month Plice T-arget

Beta

The company has continued to increase its consulting services as well as offering
outsourcing resources for companies pursuing Asia options.

1.7

DwfdelMI%

000%

Recent quarterty earnings beat analyst estimates. The stock price has been
trending up. \Mth no debt on the balance sheet. as the company continues to
concentrate on improving its margins, it should see an increase in earnings and
stock price.

CF fi"om Operations

151:!1.1 Mil.

FreeCF

1281.7 Mil.

FO!Ward 12 month PIE

22.0

PIS

1.67

PIB

2265

St Growth IRate

9%

LT Growth-Rate

10%

MernetCap

23,729:08 Bll

Net Revenues

1414 811

Net tnceme

550.1 Mil

Total Assets

BoOk Value
Debi!Eiquity

6459.2 Mll.
$

1,11 per share
0101

Ltd ts a management consulting, technology seA/teeS and
l•a<IIOOuro•na oll)anization with. ovar 110 offices In 48 counmes. "the Company's
of using todUStty and busmess-process knowledge, seMce

and insight into, and access to, existing and emerging
lcte<mi'IO!O!P&S to ldenbty new bustOess and· technology trends al'ld formulate
fQJ clients under demanding time constraints Aecenture
identny al'ld enter new mar!{e1s, Increase revenues in existing
operational perfOrmance al'ld deUver their prcducts al'ld
elfecuvely and efflc/enUy. The Compan)"s buSiness Is
groups, wtlloh, together. are complised of 18 industcy
•-" '""'''"'@Nine clients fn evef'j major tndtlslty. Its operating groups are
ICt>mnlun,cafions and Htgh Tech, ~tnanclat SeNlees, Governmant, Proouets

Risks:
The retirement of the CEO could cause some issues w1th the stock. However. he
will remain on as Chairman and the company believes there will be no impact on
operations.

Growing pains within the company have become evident as the company
continues to integrate from a private partnership to a public company.

4/1512004

BLC

CST Research Team

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

Equity
Asset Class:

12-18 Montn Poce Target

B LC is a strong diversified media company and should benefit from the likely

record spending by presidential campaigns this summer.

Bela
130%

It has maintained positive earnings and preserved margins levels over the

previous two years
BLC is priced slighlty below the market, however, it should experience higher than

market growth in the coming years
CF from Operallons

21;\'90 Mil

Free CF

142 70 M~-

Forward 12 monlh PIE

206

PIS

2.32

P/8

2.1G
Risks:
Advertising revenues have proven to be very volatile in recent years. The
company is dependant on this spending _

St Growih Rat&

28.7%

LT Growth Rate

t3.3%

3638~

Ma!l\et Cap
Net Revenues

1.4811

Netlncoma

128.5 Mil

Total A1>sets

35026 MU

Book Value

$

Debtib'quity

13.60 per share
0.81

broadcasting, newspaper pubhshjng, cable news end
modia operations. Tne Company operates news and lnfo.rmatlon
1n cartmn ma!kets and t"lglons in the United States_Befo owns 1S
slahQnS lhat reach 13 7% of tlruted States televis•on households and
one teleVISion statloo throUgh a loqal marketing agreement (I.MA7
also publishes folir da~y newspapers wl!tt a combined
of approximately 900,000 cop.&$ and a oombln$0 Sunday
1 2 million cop•es. In addition, Beio owns two cable news
ownership interests ln seven others. The Company's Internet
Belo lntefacttve, Inc (Be!o Interactive). Includes 34 Webs1tes.
•nte(aellve alllances ancllnternet-baslld protJucts.

The company does not keep a significant amount of cash on hand and could see
some hardships with debt if interes t levels rise too quickly.
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IBB

CST Research Team

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Asset Class:

12-18 Mootn Pllce Target

$100

Holdings

AMGEN

ETF

18.42

DIVidend%

000%

B/OGEN /DEC

3.4

Fees

000%

TEVA PHARM

2.95

expenses

O.OO"h

GENZYME GEN

2.68

GILEAD SCI

2.42

CH/RONCORP

2.17

Healthcare

Standard Devtab'on
Sharpe Ratio

10000%

34.3()%

.0.04

IBB provides a diversified way of holding Biotechnology within the portfolio. Allow!
exposure to the sector as opposed to holding a single stock or two.
This sector has a high growth potential. As companies start to market and sell
many of the advances they have discovered, Sales and Earnings should start to
increase,

Possible acquisiotion targets by major drug companies.

Price/ li'rospootive Earnings

3~ .6

PIS

7.2

PIB

3.0
Risks:
Historically, this has been a risky sector that has not provided much return

long Term E-aro•ngs Gr<>Wth

208%

Book Yalue Glowth

16.9Wo

Sale'S Gtowth
Cash Flow Growth

18.0%

595tl%

This sector provides high risk that companies will not be able to tum their
advancements into marketable products

411512004

IXJ

CST Research Team

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Class:

ETF

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ , i S h a r e s S&P Global Healthcare Sector
Company Name

Last Price Exchange

iShares S&P Global Healthclat

The major drug stocks have seen depressed prices which are ripe for a
rebound

47.69 ~EX

12-18 Mon!h P~ Tar9et

Holdings

JOHNSON&JOHNSOI

11 .2%

Dividend%

065%

MERCK &CO

8.7%

Pees

OOQ%

GlaxoSmithKiine

7.4%

0.65%

Heal!heare

98 92%

108%

Other

Stendar<J Deviation

nla

Sharpe RaUO

nla

P<1Gel Prt>s~ve Earnings

21.9

PIS

2.0

PIS

4.5

Novartis (Reg)

6.3%

Ell LILLY

4.9%

ABBOTT LABS

4.3%

Astrazeneca

4.3%

AMGEN

3.9%

Roche Hldgs 144A

3.9%

MEDTRONIC INC

3.6%

The pharmacuetical sector has experienced a depression in stock prices in the
past year. This has kept the valuati ons low and we should see a rebound in
stocks this summer.

Drug sales are growing worldwide and as more countries see high growth in GOP,
they should consume more drugs. As the industry grows, so should !his ETF.

17.8%

B®k Value G<owth

116%

Sales Growth

105%

C ash FlOW Growth

Risks:
Industry has intense competition. However, this is offset by owning a basket of
stocks.

15.20%
US drug prices are a big determination in earnings. If the democrats win the

election this year, could see a significant decline in stock prices.

correspond closely

ta tll>e petformance, before fees and expanses,

Global Healthcare Sector Index The fund invests at least 90% of
an·B§Itres;,ate sample of securities that reflect the predominant
khara,cterlstlios of iiS sector •ndex. Tt>e fund's eom>pG~Wnl companflls fnafude
provide~. b•otech companl!ls an~ manutactul'l!rs ot mellioat
and pharrnaceutteals. The fund Is nondi\<erslfled.

Richard Harem

411512004

DOW

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

t2-18 Mor)tll Price T.arg!lt

$55

Beta

1.05

D•v•dend%

3.30%

·The Dow Chemical Company, a large-cap value company in the basic industries
sector, is expected to significantly outperform the market over the next six months
with very low risk.
• In a strategic move Dow Corning Corporation launched an External Equipment
Provider All iance, the first of its kind in this industry. The result a streamline of the

integration of materials and equipment used in board-level assembly and backend
packaging, which will result in standard equipment and /or customized solutions

that will help customers meet production goals more quickly and efficiently.

Cf' from Qpet~ltons

3.788

FreeCF

2.688

Ptojected S y~ar Sfow!h rate

9.5%

• The most recent quarterly earnings report was significantly higher than analysts'
forecasted.
• The measure of relative price change and consistency is very high.

FOI'Ward 12 month PIE

PIS

1.21

PIB

4.3

Earnings 1 Year

71.3%

Earnings 3 Year

NIA

• There is exposure to the commodity cycle for the company. Some other risks
include asbestos litigation, a highly leveraged balance sheet and stiffer global
competition.
·The state of the economy, energy prices and the volati lity of raw materials prices

Eacnjngs 5 Year
S;ltes

16.2%

Merkel Cap

37 88

32638

Ne!Reve~s

Net Income

1.738

T'Ots1 Assets

41 .98

$

Book Valcle

Dow Chemical Co manufaatures basJC chemicals
and plastics hke et11ylene, wopylene, benzene,
styrene, acetooe, <:hlonnelcaustio seda, etc
Specialty products include sultactants,
polyurethanes, polycarbonates, films, solvents.
latexes, and epoxies. MeriJed wijh Wnion Caroi<:je 11'1

Febn.lary, 2001.

Edward Themas, Jr.

Final Word: The stock's PIE is well above the industry average and its stock
price is well below the projected target. Also its Markei!Book indicates that
investors feel good about this stock. I recommend a strong hold. I would not
advise the purchase of additional shares due to the dependence on natural gas
and other price sensitive raw materials.

4/1512004

MMM

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

$99

12-18 Month Pnca Target
Beta

0.6
1.70%

OM<Iendo/o

The company has a very diversified product offering. As a result, it will not be
impacted by any one industry, but instead should see growth inline with the
economy.
MMM has seen constant growth in revenues over the past three years. This
growth should continue into the near future.
The company pays a healthy dividend which represents a 44% payout. The
company also has an ROE of over 30%

C!' from Oper-atiOns

3,773.00 Mtl.

FreeCF

1,62300 Mtl.

FO!Ward 12 month PIE

229

PIS

3.56

PIB

8.23

By keeping a low debUequity ration, the company should be able to continue to
hold its net margins rates.

Risks:
This company is very dependant on the general economy. If there are extreme
fluctuations in interest rates or growth, the company could be impacted heavily.

$t Growth Rate

17.1'%

~T Gt'QW\h Rate

11.5%

Market Cap

eA es en

Net Reveroues

Hl.2 611

Net Income

Man

Total Assets

17.600 B!l

Book Value

OebtlEqOJty

$

1"006 persl:tare
0.22

4/1512004

LUV

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

tl!-1'8 Monlh Pt1011l'arget

t25

0.8

Beta

010%

Dl>11dend%

A lack of organized labor unions has had a positive impact on the company.
The company is able to offer enthusiastic service and generate good margins from
its operations.
The low debVequity ratio will allow it to add on capacity as it finds new opportunities.

OF from OperatiOtls

1,33600 Mil.

FreaCF

The board has authorized a stock repurchase of up to $300 million.

8400 Mil.

Forward 12 jlll)fltb PIE

289

PIS

1.99

P/B

2.34

40.3%

17.0%
Risks:

The general airline business is a volatile industry. Competition within the industry is
heavy and many airtines are competing solely on price.
Fuel prices can have a major impact on the airtines if they were to increase
sign ificantly.

Matl<et Cap

1181 Bl

Net Revenues

5.9BTI
442.0 MH

Nettncome

987SMn

Total Assets

BoGk Value
Oebi/S:<jUI!y

s

6.40 per snare

0.26

Federal regulations have an impact on airtine operations.
General terrorist attacks can impact the travel industry as a whole .

4/15/2004
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Equity Research
Asset Class:

Sector

Analyst Recommendation

Lar e Va lue

Hold

pi;,;,;
ta;;.I.;;
G.;.
ood
= s- - - - - - . . : .A.;:e;;.
ro;;.:s:::
p.:::
ace
:.:...:&:..:.
De
:.:f.:::
en
:.::s;;;e., General Dynamics
1___....;c;.;;a;:;.

4!1$! l!rlct<.J;l!llbAn e

N!!ID!'

General Dynamics is expected to out perform the market over the next six

lo"Q:::;:.._.lOli:WI::::.._ilill""~-----==::.:.;:..;:;.::;,;:~~il:ii!.li...l months with only average risk. GO has been issued multiple defense related
GD

General O.ynamJCS Corp.

91.1~ NYSE'

12-1'8 Monli'l Price Target

$100

Beta

0.055

Drvldend %

1 60%

contracts, which will increase their backlog of sales.
General Dynamics has exceeded analysts earnings estimates for two consecutive
quarters.
The company has been awarded multiple defense related contracts lately that wi ll
increase their backlog of sales.
Financial Strength: A++

l----.li9::!!~:::A:::fl..:f',.:.I.:,W!¥;u
..l!:..:- - - - - - - - - -......- - --! The company is poised to perform well over the next 5 years with solid disciplined
OF from .Operallons
Free OF

1.125M

grow1h, while provided only average to below average risk. They totaled nearly

$39 million in backlog at the end of September - 2003. This is approximately 30%
above the 2002 backlog and it represents around two years' worth of sales.

350M

Projected 6 Y<tar llf'OWth rate

23.9%

The defense portion of the Aerospace Industry is generally doing well, impelled by
the steady pickup in spending on the military.

Industry

Forward 12 monlll PIE

18.2

PIS

108

0.8 Risks:

PIS

3.21

25

Earnings 1 Year

11 SO%

Eam1ngs 3 Y'ear

WA

Earnings 5 Year

tO SO%

Sales

23.70',0

Sales of business jets are often strongest when corporate profits are strong. Vlh1er
business conditions worsened a couple of yea rs ago, orders suffered accordingly.
Profits fell to a much greater degree due to the high fixed costs of aircraft
construction.

0 .lO% The company is primarily an Aerospace based company, which can be cyclical.
1
Nl

The defense portion of the Aerospace industry can become very volatile during
Administration change over, which could occur in 2004. Policy changes and
12.60% budget restrict ions can lead to reduced contracts and awards.

2 ·00% Final Word:

With 1) average return on the 12-18mth horizon; and 2) 2-years worth of sales in
backlog; and 3) low risk compared to the market; General Dynamics will produce
1----.:.F,::I!'.:,:J::;•.n:.;<t;:;ia,.J~D:::
:.A:::J.l!a':.·_ _,,..,,..---------.....; average performance with very low risk.

Market Cap

17.98

Net Revenues

1&.68

lll

Net Income

1176

T'Qtal Assets

Book Value

$ 26.25 pet share

Debt/Eqtrity

059

General llynamics Corporation fa made up of four
major b<;!siness segments. mformation systems,

combat $)'stems, marine syilems and aerospace.
Though GP has sign.flcant sales in ti'le oommerclal

wolld, they are primanly a defense.oontractor with
oontracts from the DoD.

Analysts

David K. Cline
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Equity Re search
Asset Class:

~

Industry

Analyst Recommendation

Lar e Growth

Strong Buy

o ;.;.;._ _ _ _ _ _....;;
s.;;;
ci.;;;
en
;.;t;.;
if;;;
'c..;;&;..T
;.;e;.;c;;,;;.;
hni;;;ca
::l;.;l:.:;
n s::t~
r. _..,. Danaher Corporation
1r;.;e;.;ch;.;.;.no;.;l;.;g~y

L'ri;;;
.\:;;c;Jl!e;;:r:.........;C;.;Q;.;;(ll;;.~P.~;;:.ia;;:n~Y:..'·,~i;l.lil:.,.._ _ _...,:M;;:
..;;:.~;,.;
.t.:.Prl!.:.
· :~:It::"'::..:::
~-:::'C::::h.::
,•.:Ol'llil!e
:z.•...; Danaher is poised to to outperform the market and gain substantial organic
growth.
DHR
Danaher GorporatiQn
94.35 N¥$E
The current economic uplurn is creating substantial organic growlh wilhin DHR.
12-18 Month Price Target
$101
Valueline forecasls double-digit annual earnings advances out to the 2006-2008
Beta
085
time frame.

r

Divi~end%

0.1'0%

Experienced a 6% advance in internal growth due to broad-based improvements i1
several of the company's core markets.

---------------!

1----~G:,:a:;:ll:~o:h•:,.:F:,.:I;:;o,ll;:~:;.::

GF from Operations

710

FreeCF

3M

Ranked by MSN's Slockscounter an 8. "Danaher Corporation, a large-cap growlh
company in the capital goods sector, is expected to significantly outperform the
market over the next six months with very low risk."

64SM

Pr{)jeded 5 year grewth rate

Risks:

12.3%

Acquired Gendex ($103 million) and Radiometer ($730 million) for $833 million,
which are the largest acquisitions for th e company to dale. Questions have been
1 - - --.:.f'.:.r«;;:i!l.;.:•uRlii
'·atl;;:
. ;;:o;;:•;;:
:._ _ _ _ _.;..__G,:·.:;;•;;:n.;B;;I,::!:Il'I~M:::a;;:l,::eria:.llii!!'"!l' raised if acquisition price was justified.
Industry

Forward 12 montl:l PIE

282

PIS

2.67

PIB

4.09

Earmngs 1 Year

2240%

Earnings 3 Year

NfA

Earnings 5 Y-ear

14.90%

Sale$

16.00%

Mat1<etCap

1416

Net Revenues

5.298

Netlpcome

526M

Total ASsets

6.038

Book Vah.e

$

27.~ Company is venturing into a new market, which can put them at a slight
. disadvantage with competition.

11

16 10% Final Word:
DHR is 1) expected to outperform market with tess than market risk (beta); and 2)
experiecing sign~icant organic growth, which will lead to almost 17% sales growth
and 22.4% growth in earning~ and 3 expected to also perform well over the a tong
t350%
term horizon (max 15% yr annual return. The stock witt be a strong performer in the
l5.40"A> next 12-18 months and into the 2006 to 2008 time frame.

22 53 per share
0.36

Debt/EqtJtty

eanaher OorR. l$ a major maoufaclure of
constllmlr products aoo primarily oper~tes in two
busines~> segments:

process/eAvlronmental

eootr,oiS and toolS and components Ttlelr maJor
segment ts the tool (wreches, sPCikets, etc), whoch
has pockup·signlflcantly due to the do-it-yourself
wend in the IJ S

Analysts

Oavtd K. Clina

411512004
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Equity Research
Asset Class:
Analyst Recommendation

____c..o..ng;;.o_lo_me
....
ra..
te_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _., General Electric Company
1
CQinPil!lY !!:~~
kaM Pt:!«e ~\'b<!QQ~ General Electric Co. is not only performing in 2004, but is set to perform
GE

General Electns Company

significantly well in the long term - all with only average risk and a great
dividend.

30.38 NYSE

1'2-18 Month Price Target

$36.1·9
General Electric has a healthy dividend yield of 2.6%.

Beta

108

9ividend'!li

Long term growth and total return estimates are above average. Total return over

2.60%

2006 to 2008 time period is estimated to be between 14% and 19%.
Dow Jones has predicted that GE will meet earning expectations for current

quarter and that monthly orders had increased for the month of February.

OF from Operations

30..289 5

Free OF

·1.S2S B

Projected S year growth rate

GE is a very diversified company. Most of GE's main business segments have
realized double digit earnings growth.

20.9%
Financially stable w ith a rating of A++ . Finances improved over 2003 as
compared to 2002 and issued significantly less long term debt.

Industry
Oo,'QgJPJMf~~~.s

Forward 12 month PIE

19.5

PIS

232

1, 7 Recently GE joined into multiple joint ventures and is also attempting to make nev

P./5

3.89

34

22.~ Risks:

acquisitions. Could damage financial stability somewhat.

If new acquisitions do not take place before year end 2004, then EP S could drop.

Earnings 1 Y,9a(

12 30'!Ii

Eamtngs 3 Year

N/A

Eamtngs S Y'9ar

9QO%

11.40"&

NIA Final Word:
INith 1) strong short term and long term performance; 2) being a very diversified
11 ..56% company; and 3) a very healthy dividend yield; GE is set to yield average to above
average returns with only average risk (beta).

14.40%

Sales

Market cap

3'03.38 B

132 88

Net Revenues

tsool! a

Netlnoome
Total Assets

647.5 B

Book Value

$

Oebllt?qu\ty

7.66 per sfuare

2.15

<Se-al E1ecii:IC ts a very diversified eoorpany.
whtoh has operations ma"l' maJor seclors
•ncludlng Alrctafl E~gines, Appliances,
Broadcastlng, Materials, Power Systems, and
Technlcel Sewices. GE major revenue comes

from Power Systems aoo Aircraft Engines

®avid K. Cline

Analysts

"4-."':";".

¥

t.~~,;: -~-,

•.

~

,."

"'.•

~.._ u..,.,;- ,._

'.- -4~~if'if.~~~~...·;:.••,'tt!J_~xJ'*.;;\~~~/~--f'~:"4/~:?o~!:,~,.

,\:;\~:-~7· •-~~ . :~:~};~/ . :':>~~t·)· .r:·~z

·~}:.:.~:J.. ~I'~~
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Asset Class:

12-tB.Mooth Pnoe T-arget

Beta

$6300
000

•Demand for Anheuser-Busch's products is very high and growing, growth in
earnings is anticipated, and the company is financially very solid. The stock
should appreciate in value over the next few years.

17%
•For the first time in its history, Anheuser-Busch reached a 50% share of the beer
market.

CFfrom Operalloos

$>2.90 Blllion

• The company will continue to earn high revenues when it again raises the price
of its beers during the first half of 2004.

Free CF

$1 94 SHI!on

• International business is strong and should continue o increase its net income.

Projected 5 year growth r<~te

8.0%

·The population of 21· to 27 -year-olds, the demographic which consumes more
beer than the rest of the population, will continue to grow throughout the next
decade.

PIS
PIB
Risks:
• Price increases could backfire and reduce consumption of beer among young
adults.

Eaming$1 Year
Low carb advertising expense might be too high as they try to fend off Miller Lite

Earnings 3 Year
Earnings 5 Year

11.20%

Sales

Markel cap

$415BUiion

Net Revenues

$3.68 BllliQn

Net rncOine

$C668dllon

lotal Assets

S14428ni!Oh

BOok Value

5.3G per share

Deb'l/SquRy

2.71

Anhel$er..SuS<;h Is lhe largest breWer lA lhe wO<kl ll
is atso one of Amenca'S largest lheme-pa£1<
operators Brands inclt~de M/chelob, Budweiser,
Bu6Ch, fillflvrall..ight, and O'Do/J/'s.

Ke\llnMays

EricJontz

4 /15/2004
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CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

f2·1'8 M¢nth Plice Target

$3ll 00

Bet~

0.55

011/ldeod%

1.3%

• Heinz is geographically diversified, with 60% of sales comes from international
mal1<ets. The Asian mal1<et is set to grow in the near future .
• The company is pandering to the low-earbohydrate trend, introducing itsOne

Garb ketchup, as well as new low-earb Smart Ones frozen meals.
• Heinz is increasing the efficiency of its operations, getting rid of low volume

products, lowering the length of time of its cash-eonversion cycle, and reducing
debt.

CF from Ope•aUons

$84'7 Million

FreeCF

$600 Million

Projected 5 year growth rafe

• The company has continued to be able to cover its interest payments and did an
effective job of refinancing rates with the recent drops.

8.1%

Fo<W8fd 12 moAth PIE

PIS
P/B
Risks:
·The weakness of the U.S. dollar was responsible for 75% o f its sales growth.
Heinz's revenues are highly dependent on the exchange rate, and any
appreciation of the dollar could hurt earnings.
Earnings 3 Year

NIA

Ea011Pgs 5 Year

7.70%

Sales

1.0o/o

Maf>(etCap

$12.4 Billion

NetRe~efll;le$

$2.10BIIIion

Net Income

$020BH!Ien

Total Assets

$991 Btllion

BOOk Value

$

5.30 per snare

2.6.2

Debt/Equity

Hemz is a diversified food and aond•ment producer.
Brands ln<;iude 1'/einz ketchup, Ore-Ida potatoes,

and Smarl0nes frozen meals.

Kevin Mays
ErlcJontz

·An end to the tow-carbohydrate fad could reduce sates.

Commodity price appreciation could reduce profit

4/15/2004

PG

1~c;.;o..;n..;su;..m..;e;..r_N.;;o;..n-..;C.:.y..;c/;.;ic..;ai_ _ _P..;e;;;r..;so;;;n;.;a;..l&::...;_;H.:.ou:.;s:.;;e;.;ho;;;l;;.d.;.P;.;rod;;;;;.uc;;;t;;.s"""' PROCTER & GAMBLE
PG

l'liil Pr«rter & Gamble Cp,

• The Procter & Gamble Company has an exclusive license agreement with OT
OverTime, LLC. Under the terms of the agreement, OT Overtime, LLC wi ll
manufacture, distribute and market a line of personal care products under the
trademark OT. This is the first line-up of personal care products created
exclusively for teens.

105.80 NYSE
$1 ta

12-18 M.onth Pr1ce "'Par{let

0 .6

Beta
Dividend %

190%

• The market tests among hundreds of boys and their parents indicated OT would
be a hit. Over 90 percent of boys wanted to buy the products after trying them; 85
percent of parents s aid they'd purchase the products for their sons; and, more
than 80 percent of boys who tried the products said they'd tell others about OT.

CF (~om Op,ete!TOAS

8.348

• This stock is expected to outperform the market with very low risk and has
exceeded analyst earnings estimates for second straight quarter.

f'reeCF

6668
• Earnings growth in the past year is holding steady compared to earnings growth
in the past three years.

7.0%

Pr-otected 5 year growth rate

• P&G is an exceptionally profitable company with consistently above average
returns on equity.

Forward 1·2 month PIE

226

PIS

28

2S

PIB

7.73

8.6S

Earnings 1 Year

10.5%

12.4'!(;

Ear-nings 3 Yaar-

NIA

Nl~

Eamings 5 Year-

10.4%

11.0%

76%

17%

Sales

1$4.478

Mark.etC:ap

478

Net Revenues

N.etlncome

5.88

Total Assets

43.7B

Book Value

$

1917 per share

The Procter & Ga~Rble Company makes
detergents, soaps,tolletrles, food, paper,, &
industr>•al pnoduot$. Brands include Pampers,
T1de, Niel, Always, Whisper, Pantene, Channin,
Bounty, lams, Crest, Gain, Folgers, Pnngles,
Downy, L -. Bounce, Rxodent, Head &
Slloolders, He~l Eillsencea. Ivory, Metlilmucn.
Noxzema, Old Spice, Saf~aurd, 'Vampax Vidal
Sassooo.

Analyst

Edward Thomas, Jr.

Ri sks:
• The uncertainty regarding retail consolidation for P&G, which could make
managing its brands more difficult.
·The large number of beauty-care products could make inventory management
difficult.
• P&G still has to successfully integrate the Well a acquisition and come out with
innovative products before generating value from the transaction.
Final Word: The stock's PIE is higher than the industry average and its stock
price is well below the projected target. I recommend that we hold on to this
stock. It's a great company that has consistently performed, a good steady
investment. However, I would not look to add additional shares - although it's a
solid company we're not looking at any huge growth in the next 12 months.

4/15/2004

SYY

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Asset Class:

Sysco is the market leader in the Distribution of food and relatde products in

1----.::.li::.:.i!Olli.\::L.:U::.ll:;__ _ _ _z::::,:..::::I...::l!.l:lia.:!lll:...; the US. It also has a significant presence in Canada. It has developed

12-t8 Month Price Target

technology that allow its customer to enhance their operational efficiency.
Sysco has had a major contribution in cuttting distribution costs and increse
the level of customer satisfaction of thousands of clients.

$42.00

Beta

0.8

• This company has accumulated 27 consecutive years of record sales and earnings
• Analysts have given SYY a consistent good rating of growth. profitability and
health.
• Historical average return in the five past years is 26.8%. while the industry present!
a declining trend of -11.5%. Sysco sales and earnings are reliable.
1----.::Zil::.:...:J.::.:.:.:.:..---------------! • The company owns 10 of the 22 largest certified Angus beef supply.
CF ffam Operations
1.373MM
• The diversification of the company in customer segmentas and product line has
strengthened the position of the company in the market.
Free OF
93'f,MM
• Long term food consumption in the US presents a steady growth.

Dividel>d%

1.40""-

Projected 5 year growth rate

12.5%

Forward 1•2 month PIE

28.70

PIS

1150

850

PIB

t.OO

0.80

24.40
Risks:
·The major risk still being the aggressive global expansion from Royal Ahold and
its recently acquired food distribution system.

·This company has a tremendous dependance from Wendy's. 40% of Sysco
sates come from Wendy's.

• Darden Restaurants have an in-house distribution organization. The replicacion

Earrungs 1 Year

of this example in major restaurant chains cu\d hurt Sysco business.

Earnings 6 Year
Earn1ngs 5 Year
Sales

MalketCap

24.48

Net Revenues

2£l.1B

Net Income

778MM
7.28

T<>tat Assets

B'ook Value per Sh!lre

$6.41

Oebt!Equlty

$4.52

0.58

Sysco CQfROI'StiOI'IIS the leading diStributor of food
and related produ~s to the food service industry in
the 115. It has accumulated m01'9 than 420;000 In

its customer database in the US and Canada. The
major clients are restaurants chetns. edcaUonal
centers. hospilalsa and hotels It has Hl4
d•stribul!On centers In the
and
in Canada.

us

Jose Zun~ga

ze
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CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Asset Class:

UPS Enhance Customs Clearance for Greater for Greater Frieght Efficiency

1----•==i~o~.;:o:Q::.li:'-----...:::=::,.:..~~=~::.:lli:l:..i In Feb. 2004 Rated '"America's Most Admired'" company in its industry by
Fortune magazine.

12-13 Month Price l'ar,get

$90

Beta

0.8
140%

Dovldend%

5.9B

OF from Operalioos

3.978

Free OF
Projected 5 year growlh rate

• Most analysts have upgraded the stock from a definite Hold to a Buy. Based on
the company's projected profitable growth and recent past performance rt is a
good buy at a narrow discount to its 12 month price target (fair value estimate).
• UPS delivered strong 2003 results, due to renewed profit growth in the domestic
package segment and improvements in international profitability.
• The company reported earnings of $0.62 per share which was a couple of
pennies ahead of our estimate and 22% above the tally.
• The delivery business generates a large amount of cash, which has been used
for acquisitions to boost growth and extend the franch ise.

8.5%
·UPS also continues to make inroads into Fedex's overnight-delivery turf, w ith
fasler volume growth in this segment.

Forward 12 month PIE

24.6

PJS

2.5

P/8

5.9

12.40%

Earnings 1 Year
Earnings 3 Year

N!A

Earnings 5 Year

1280%

Sales

Risks:
· To expand its nonparcel services, UPS has been making more acquisitions. One
bad deal can destroy shareholder value.
• The concern is that FEDEX's move into the ground business may cut into
margins and make UPS franchise less valuable.

2.0%

82.1-B

Marl<.etOep

33.4815MM

NetRever;ues
Net Income

2,89BMM

T<>tal Assets

28,90$MM

B'ook Value

$

12 20 pw share

'·
Untied Parecel Service is the woold's largest
ootegrated ;ur and ground package delivery carrier.
Also provodes specialized transponatia!'l and tegistlel
serv1ces. Service IS offered throughout the U.S. and
in over 200 countries and temtOI'ies.

Edward 'Thoma$, Jr.

Final Word: The stock's PIE is higher than the industry average and its stock
price is well below the projected target. Also its MarkeVBook indicates that
investors feel good about this stock. I recommend that additional shares be
acquired. Its management team is considered one of the best in the business.
Therefore I feel strongly that the projection for performance m the next twelve
months warrants hanging on to this stock and purchasing additional shares if
there's money left to allocate.

4/15/2004
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Inc.
1_ _ _;.;;.;.;....;.;;.;~----...;;.;.=.:.;;;...;.:..::..:.:.:..::..:~ Dell
• Dell has the most profitable business model in the industry.

Its direct model
allows Dell to have a lower cost structure than its competitor. Competitors are
unable to follow Dell in this process.

1Z.18 Month Price Target

$44.00

• Other strategy placed by Dell is diversification, and supported in its direct
distribution model, Dell is becoming the leader in many Consumer Electronics. It i!
also expected a steady growth in Consumer Electronics.

125

8<0ta

Nil

Dividend%

·Dell presents a strong balance sheet with $4.4 Billion cash and $500 million longterm debt.
• Postive refresh spending by corporation s

3,749MM

Free OF

- Financing through payables

2,760MM

Projected 5 year growttl rate

27.@.%

Fnrward 12 month PIE

2700

28.00

PIS

21S

301

PIS

1·4 .60

4.44

Risks:
• Change in customer preferences about technology
• Sudden raise of component costs

Eam~ngs

• Repurchasing stock program cou ld cause tremendous cas h outflow
1 Year

Eamings 3 Year
Earnings 5 Year
Sates

Mark.GtCap

85.78

Net Revenues

408

Net Income

2.58

Total Assets

188

Book Value per share

$655

$4.52

16.4

Debt/EqiJity

Dellis the wortd ll:irgest dir-ect oompUter systems
company. Dell distributes computer systems and
offer$ a varll!t¥ of technotogy servll:9s to its

customets. Dell also sells a line of bus.ness
sef\/.ers, nelwork·storage produc!s. prmters, and a
growing nne of cons~:~m-er elecftonibs like LCD
televisions, digital eameras, and digital musk:
players. Customers ave a broad variel.y of
corpor<~hons, med11Jm and smalli:Omparues,
gover~W-ents and •ndvlduals.
JOS!I ZUniga

411512004

XOM

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

1'2-18 Month Price l'atget
Bela

• It has accumulated $14.2 B of free cash for new investment. Its financ ial position
among competitors allows it to capture new profitable international projects (Russia,
Iraq, Kazakhstan and Saudi Arabia), increasing its enormous oil reserves which
actually are 23 B Bbls.

$48.00
0.8

• Stock price has pres ented a consistent moderate growth along the years,
especially in electoral years.

2.60~

Dividend%

· Net Income has substantially increased in 2003 to $196, outperforming the highest
income achieved immediately after the merge between Exxon and Mobil ($178) It i:

1---.....;:::.::..;~w'--------------l the best of the Industry.
CF from Operations
2tl,778MM

Free OF

• Oil price continues rising and forecasts place oil price between $31·$37.
http://www.neatideas.com/oil.htm

14,183MM

ProjeCted 5 year growth ~ate

5.5%

• Morningstar DCF model predict a 12.5% return for the next 4 years.
• Less than 7% of its $165 billion asset base is funded by debt. This financial

1----.w;~..:z::~:.J:!!o--------:.:.!:~-.....:~:::.l!:fl strength makes ExxonMobil an attractive partner.

Forward 12 month PIE

·The most financially secure oil company in the oil industry.

f>/S
• Cut costing project in the global share services is already implemented. Global
procurement has shrunk in 60%.

PIS

Eernlogs 1 Year

Ean•ungs 3 Y-eer
Eamlngs 5 Year
Sales

Risks:
• Antitrust is a major constraint for growing.

• Current Valuations in-line with historic multiple

Merk.e!Cap

256.06

Net Revenues

24678

Net Income

21.56
167'8

Total Assets
Book \lalt(e per 6hare

Oebllli<Mil'

$1267

$18.01

0>07

Resulted Of t!UI1999 meqje of e-w gl8flts
Exxon and Mobn, ExxooMobd Is lha largest In the
ell and gas industry and one Of the largest
~parues on the planet ElxxonMob~ dees
boslness in almost fiNery segment Of the ojl
industry, from wells to pJpellnes to refineries to gas

SlaUons ExxonMol'>rl has a presence in more than
400 countries ~round the WOtld and boasts proven
r~serves of more than 23 biiHon barrels.

Jose ZuniQli

4/15/2004

OXY

CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH

• OXY has lhe largest percentage of its reserves in the United States of any major oil

12·18 Month Price Target

producer. Therefore, it has the lower distribution costs, and it is less exposed to

$5@.00

political risks.
Beta

Oivfdend%

@.6

• The company is seeking opportunities of growth in the Middle East. that could bring
an accelerated growth.

27'0%

• DebUEquity was decreased from 1.7 to 0.6 in five years.

Cf' f~cm Operat•ons

2.002MM

FreeCF

1,285MM

Pri>Jec;ted 5 year growth rate

• Return on Investment of Capital employed is slightly better than its cost of capita l
(10%).
• Forward 12 months Price to Earnings are lower than that of the industry.

a.o<.k
• Oxy's stock price has experienced an enormous average return in the last five years
a sound 64%. resulted of a combination of new investments and divestment
inefficient operations. One of the highest returns of the industry.

Ferwatd 12 mentl:l PIE

1080

12.20

PIS

192

152

P/B

2.217

2.1'5
Risks:
• Two major executives-shareholders have sold a large number of shares.

Earnings 1 Year

• The government regulations and increasing healthcare costs continue to weigh
down on the industry.

Earnings 3 Year

·The maj or international presence of Occidental is concentrated in Colombia and
the Middle East, therefore it has a high risk due to the social and political
environment lived in those locations.

Eatntngs 5 Year

Sales

• Economic downturn or oil oversupply could impact in the oil price, and therefore
in XOM's profits.

Market Cap

9.326MM

Net Income

1,521MM

Total Assets

BooR Value per shar~
Oei>!IEqllli1y

• Oxy's stock returns had a h1gh deviation in the last five years confirming 1ts high
volatile behavior.

15.08

Net Revenues

~828

$t9.46

$11 .30

0.54

Based in Los Angeles, Occld6<llal Petroleum IS an
•ndependeht oil and gas producer wl!h operations
in tbe !Jniled StatEts, !he Middle East, and latin
Amer<ca. Beyond finding and dig91119 up

hydrocarbons, the fKm also has a chemicalmBQUfaGtW:Ing business. Occidental has 2.3 bllhon
equiValent barrel$ of resewes •n the ground and

produces ro1:1ghly 550,000 barrels a day.

4/15/2004
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Long-term growth prospects and diversification of portfolio drive earnings

1-'"""""--=""'o;;;;."'"'-""'"-----===="---~==~ growth consistency.

$35.02

12-18 Monttl Price Target

Beta

1.6

Orvldend%

142%

Industry

CF from

4.66 (2002)

Operat!OOS

PICF

15.90 t-846

Industry

P4S

319

PIB

3.51

• Diversification:
• Current portfolio includes:
• Origination of home equity loans and mortgages whose servicing is
outsourced to Household lntematiooal
• Recent purchase of Premium Credit in the insurance premium finance
business
• Purchase of Sky Financial Solutions which provides financing for dental
professiooals
• Geographic Diversification:
• Increased marketing focus in overseas credit card markets.

• Mbna cut most operating expenses while increasing marketing expenses 10%
other monoline credit card companies scaled back marketing expenses during
2003 .
• Sales growth last year was 12.5% vs. 1% for the industry.
·Income growth last year was 33.4% vs. (4.3%) for the industry.
• Mbna dominates the affinity credit card business, targeting affluent, high
spending, low credit risk customers. Recent agreements targeting that customer
include:
·American Express: Mbna will issue credit cards with the Am ex logo,
serviced on the Am ex system. It is the first bank to have such an agreement. It
expects to receive a 2% interchange fee (vs. 1.5% from Visa and MasterCard. )

Risks:

Projected

EPS 1 year

14.50%

Pro~ected

SPS 5 year

13.00%

• Rapid rise in interest rates.

EPS GR. (:QGY ago)

6556%

• Increased competition.

Sales Growth 1 year

12.50%

• Deteriorating credit environment.

lnoom(! Growth 1.y ear

36.46%

Mark.etCap

36.306

Net Revenues

NIA

Net Income

2346

T"ti>tal Assets
Book VaiUG

50.236
$

Oebi!Equrty

81'0

~rsbare

115

R.OE

21.10

MBNA Corporation ts a bank hOlding company and
the parilnl of MBNA Amerfca Bank, NA, a national
bank. MBNA America has two pmwipal subsidlalies
MBNA europe BaAk Limtted and MBNA CaAada
Bank, fully cllartered>bank.s that issue cre.dtt cards ir
the Unrted Kingdom, Ireland, Spain, and Canada.

Katanna Markovic

c

4/15/2004
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12·18 Montll Price Target

$60i00

128

Beta

3.23%

DIVIdend%

Diversification provides predictability in earnings.
- Geographic Diversification:
• Weak USD causes shift of focus to Emerging Markets (recent
acquisition: KarAm Bank acquisition), Japan (disappearance of their version of
Glass Steagall) and US (increase in M&A activity and recovery in corporate
lending business)
• CEO, Chuck Prince, is restructuring the Corporate and Investment Banking
Group to respond to the robust activity in the equity underwriting and M&A
markets which are forecasted to continue to be strong into 2004.
- The new formal provides an open architecture which cuts across all
segments to offer clients a variety of products/services.

Cf' frQ.m 0Rili'StiOns
PICF'

• The introduction of a new ROEC model will provide more accurate data and
help guide better capital allocation decisions on both acquisitions and divestitures

• Citigroup has increased its dividend twice in 2003 and once already in 2004 to
$1.60 per share.

Pi$

2 65

P/B

2 .59

Risks :
• Weakness in global economies, credit deterioration and Pending litigation
regard ing mutual fund timing, fees and sales practices.

Projected EPS 1 yeat

t070

Projected EEPS 5 year

t2.7o

EPS GR (Q oYr ago)

96.00%
6.80~

Sales Growth 1 ye<;r

lnc:ome Growth 1 year

1S.50%

Mal'ketCap

2668

Net Revenues

n .442

Net Income

17.853

T~tal Assets

Book Value
Debt!Equ•ty
ROE

1,264.03
$

16 .80 per share
1.47

18.40

Citigroup is e diver~ifled financial services
compaJ\IY. that provides a w<de rSfljje financial
serv1ces to customers in·more than 100 eo~ntri&S.

• An SEC pending investigation into Citigroup's role as transfer agent for many of
the Smith Barney mutual funds.

411512004

PI XR
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Basis for recommendation:

t2-H! Month Price Targ$t

aeta

soo

This stock has a great potential to appreciate during the next few years.
Pixar holds a key position in the animated movie market as no other competitor
has achieved the same ticket office results.

06

The next two movies, The lncredibles (release date November 2004) and Cars
(to be released in 2005), are expected to be a blockbuster. Revenue from ticket
office and merchandise should help this stock to become more attractive.

CF from OperatiORS
Fre$ CF
ProiJI,c!ed 5 year growth rate

($4.5MM)
The company is undervalued in the PIE and PIB categories and carries no debt

($18.4MMJ
21%

Industry

PIS

13.7

PIS

427

Sl Growth Rate

201'~

LT GJ;OWth Rate

25%

Sales GrowU:J

30%

Market Cap
Net Revenues

$3.5888
$2625MM

Netlfi¢ome

H!4.8MM

Totat Asset$

S'732MM

Book VaiU$

Debt/Equity

$15.24 per share

0.0

Ptxar as a clagltal animafion studio with the creaUve,
technical and ptOd~!OA capabfiUies to Ctll&!$ a
new generation of li!nimafed feature films and
related products. The Company foouses on
ctaaling, develop1ng and·producing computer·
animated feature film$ that appeal to audiences of
all ages The Company has created and produced
five full-length animated feature films. TQy Story. A
Bug's Lite. Toy Stoey 2 and MQOsleJS, tne, and

F1ndang Nemo.

Risks:
The company still has not found a studio partner to distribute its mov1es afterThe
lncredib/es and Cars are released through Disney under current contractual
agreement
Insider trading: Major shareholders have been selling stock s ince the beginning of
2004, however the amount of shares is not sign~icant compared to the total
outstanding.

4/1512004

MKC
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T2- ra Month Price Target

Seta
Dtvldend%

CF from O~tlOn:s
FI""OO CF
Projected S year gro'Nih rate

$40

Basis for recommendation:

0.1
1.6()%

$100SMM

The company made a strategic acquisition (Zatarain's and Uniqsauces) to position
itse~ as the big player of spices and flavors providers to the food industl)l. It also
sold the business unit of packaging. This activity of selling and buying w ill allow
the company to fully concentrate on ils core business.
McCormick has consistently paid dividends and recently it was increased again.
The company is set to grow at a good rate and provide investors with a
reasonable return at a very low risk.

t$1&7.81!1)

lO%

PIS

193

M

a~

Risks:
The company is overvalued in all three categories: PIE, PiS, and PIB.
Sl Growth Rete

74%

LT Growth Rete

9.9%

Sales Growth

4.3%

Mar-ket Cap
Net Revenues
Net "b:leome
"futat Assets

B<i>Ok Value

Debt/Equity

$4!l5.9MM

$2.2788
$21MMM

$2.1668
$5 50 per $hare
0.59

McCormick & Company, Inc.. is a diversified
special~ food company engaged 10 tile
manufacture, marl<eling and d1~tribu!Jon of sproos,
herbs, seasoniru;s and othedlavors to lhs enttre
food industry. The Company operotes in two
bosiness segments. ¢0nsumer and IRdusmal. Ttl&
consumer and industr.tal segments manufacture.
market and distribute $f>l<leS, herbs, season~ngs ,
flavorings and other speelally food prodwts
throughout the world

Foreign exchange risk: McCom1ick operates in different countries and this poses c
problem of exchange risk if is not properly managed.

LTD

4/15/2004
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Limited Brands, Inc.
I--.....;..;....;.;.;;.._ _ _ _ _-=.;..:;..:;:;;;;.;.;:..._ _ _ LTD is an undervalued company that is growing faster than the industry and
~=""--.....,=="-"""::t.;~'-----':;;;.;;.;:.;..;.;;~.=.;.;;w=~----l

12·18 Month Priee Target

Beta
Otvld$nd%

$260
1.4

250%

CF from Operations

807M~

Free CF

482M~

has better margins than the industry. Company is continuing an aggressive
buy back program.
Basis for recommendation of a new holding in the portfolio:
The company is undervalued:
Industry PiE historical5-year range IS 40 to 15. current industry PIE is 28
Current company P/E is 14
Company P/B and P/CF are well below industry average
Company has higher gross and net profit margins than industry
Company has one of lowest debVequity ratios in the industry
Chairman/PresidenVCEO holds 12% of outstanding shares. highly aligned with
performance of the company (holds 62 Mil shares)
High institutional ownership -over 70% of shares
Company just boosted its annual dividend payout by 20% to 48 cents a share

PI$

1.1

P/8

2.0

PICF

EPS (YTD vs YTIDJ

10.0

428%

EPS (S·Y$ar Annual Avg.)

-14.5%

Sales (Cllr vs year ago Qtr}

39.1%

ProJected 1 year growth rate

11.7%

Projected S year growth rate

11.6%

Ma!'k eiOap

9.9811

Sales
Net Income

Total Assets

728fl

9.50

fH3 per share

ltmited-Btands, Inc sells women's and men•s apparel.

women's intimaTe apparel and personal care produCts
varrous tra<ie names through ds specialty retail stores and
d•relll response (<latalpg and e-commercej businesses. T'he
Company eonaucts its bustness in ttnree primary segments.
Victona's Secret sails women!s tntimate and other apparel,
~onal care products and aaceesofies under the VIctoria's
Seorel brand name. Bath & BO<:ty Wo.Y.s sells parsonal care
products and aacesserles and 11otne fregrarn:e products
under the Bath & Body Wo.Y.s and VVtute Barn Candle
Company brand names. Tha apparel segment sells
and men's apparel lh!'oDgh EIQ)res~. Umited w:td Henri
Benilel Stores.

Year over year growth is higher than the industry and the company anticipates a
strong spring season around 15-25% above last years levels.
Price target based on both an expected increase in earnings and a slight increase

in valuation.

Ri sks:
This stock is in the clothing stores industry. which has proven to be an excellent
industry over the past 10 years, but hasn't been so strong the past five .

89811
716.BM"

BOOk Value
Oebtllilquity

Short shares of the stock are at a 3 year tow
Company just announced they are going to buy back $1 Billion dollars worth of
stock at a price up to $23.30 (around 20% above the current price)

If the stock cannot maintain their above average growth over the next year their
stock price could be hit - though I see the risk as limited since the valuation of the
company is already at the bottom of the industry.
There is also risk in the midcap market as a whole because of the run up over the
last year, there is a risk of a possible pull back in the short term performance.

4/15/2004
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Class:

1---!:!!:.~~-----.!!!:.~~~.!:.!:.~!.., Perrigo Company

1248 Month Price Target
Beta
Dividend%

$2•tO
0.5
070%

PRGO is a market leader in the private label drug market serving the top
names in the industry. Currently showing good growth prospects while being
undervalued creates a good combination to outperform the market over the
next year.
Basis for recommendation to add to the portfolio:
The stock is a market leader in the over the counter drug market in the United
States. With medical products and drug prices continuing to increase, private label
products at the major chain drug stores is a good alternative and is placed in a

CF from Operations

t'S0:6 MO

FreeCF

112-6 Mh

good position to capitalize on the demand, as a market leader in the industry
Perrigo is in good position to capitalize in on the industry trend.
Recently announced a strategic acquisition of the largest manufacturer of store
brand vitam in and nutritional supplement products in the United Kingdom -will add
almost $40 million in sales and better diversify their product line and geographic
distribution.

PIS

154

PlB

2.58

PICF

12.9

Perrigo plans on increasing R&D in the coming years and is focusing future growtl
on the development of a generic prescription drug product line to complement thei
current over the counter pharmaceutical lines.
The stock is undervalued significantly compared to the industry in all price ratio
categories (PIE, P/S, P/8, and P/CF).
Has shown above average earnings growth rates over the last year

Ei:PS (YTii> VS Yl'tl}

53.8%

Sates (Qtr vs year ago Qtr}

7.1%

Projected 1 year Qrowth rate

13.7%

Projected 5 year growth rate

9.5%

Market Cap

Sales
Net Income
Total Assets

1.34Bil

8:40.2MU

Price target based on both an expected increase in earnings and a slight increase

in valuation.

Risks:
Wa lmart is accounted for around 27% of net sales in 2003. This is both good and
bad - good because Walmart is the biggest player in the retail segment, but bad
because of the companies dependence on them. If for any reason Walmart
discontinued their current contracts with Perrigo there would be sever
consequences.

73.2 Mil
6440M~

Book Value

7.16

ClebVS'q~lty

None per share

PemgotS ~ n<~lion's largest manufaGtUter of over-lha
counter (non-prescrtplion) pharmaceutical and
nutritional products for the store brand and contract
man"Ufactutlng markets Store brand prodtlcts are sold
by ralail stores under their own labels and CQntract
manofaelurlng rnar:kets. Its customers are majornational aAd regiOAal retail drug, supermar:ket and
mass merclla,Adise chams such es CVS. Wal{lreens,
Albertson's, Kroger. Sateway, Dollar General and WeiMart, and ma]Qr wholesalers StJcb as MeKesson and
Supervalu.

Also the stock has had a sign~icant run up within the last year and there is a risk
that it will move s ideways or pull back from its current position.

STZ

411512004
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April 15, 2004

Equity Research
Asset Class:

Sector

Industry

Consumer Non-Cyclical

Beverages (Alcoholic)

\19~@1"

f<A~QY~I)lll

J,a..~t Pd~<• ~)!:Cb~JIM

STZ

Constellation Brand& lne,

3224

1'2-18 Month Pnce Targat

$

Ana lyst Recommendation:

Basis for recommendation:

3"700
0.16

Olv1dend%

NIA

Bu

For the nine m onth s ended 11130/03, net sales r ose 29% to $2.67 billion . Net income applied to Com m
rose 2% to $154 .3M. Results re~ect higher wine sales from the Hardy ac quisition, partially offset by
a$27 .5 milion re structuring and related charges.

NYSE

Beta

Mid Vatu

1.) This stock is in the alcoholic beverages industry, which has generated mar1<et-lik.e r eturns
over the past 5~ and 10- year periods. Note, however, that this stock has been one of the
strongest performers in its industry.
Returns of 24.4%, 20.5%, and 16.5% for the three-, five-, and 10-ye ar aver ages compar ed
to 10%, 6.8% , and 13.7% for the industry during those same periods.

Ca,§!!FIP'!llt:
CF from Operations

$

FreeCF

$

Proja<lted 5 year growth rate

2.) This stock' s forward earnings yield of 7.41% is the annual return it would generate if its
profits remained fixed and it paid out all of its earnings as dividends. Not only is this much
higher than the earnings yi elds of other stocks in its industry, it is extremely hea lthy in
absolute terms.

286 M
164 M
f29%

3.) Sales as well as operating cash flow has steadily increased year over year.

Industry

PrlC.II ~;t_!lp~,:

.§evei1!Yf1S (Ak,QhoJicJ

Forward 12 month PIE

135

191

PIS

1.1

2.5

PIB

16

8.5

4.) The company is increasing its brand investment during the year to aggressively drive the
outstanding long·term growth opportunities it has in its imported beer and branded wine
portfolios.

Risks :

!i!ro:wttl a.:•tlll!;

1.) Competition in the indistry is tough and can cause pricing pressure to dim inish revenues.

4.64%

12.399~

LT Growth Rate

2.8.86%

1437'!1

Sales Gro.W!h

23.23%

4.99%

ST Growlh Rate

Fiq;'l,!!,d;lllll~P!:

Market Cap

$ 3,530.0 M

Net Revenues

$

2.73~ .6

M

Nettnqome

$

Tolal Assets

$ 3,100.3 M

BookValoe

$

DebtiEqulty

233,3 M

20.85 per s!We
1.08

OQmJl!IOY D~Mfip\(QI'l;
Cono!ella~on Sronde,lno.l• on(lllgollln lhol>fOd"<Oion lltld marlie110g ofbevor~e
oloohai•bfando 1n No<111Amern:o ond1he Unile<f>Kingdom. Tile OOmpony lu
sopplitf ofwlne, • morketer of1111potted beer and a StJPpUtr of clotllle<hpi!ll!l. and a
eingla-;ourte,euppllef of<theM products klU\e Uni!4d ~e$. In the Uriltod Kingdom,
the.€or:npaoy ~marketer of~ne. a pC'odOcef and marktter otckltr and in<fependent
dliol<o wtlQI...Ier. Produolr>inolude. Corono li'Jc1J:o. Paclioo. St Paun G<l, Slod<
Velvet, Fle\rlehmaM... etc..

Analyst:

Jon Adamo

2.) Beer volume results could be at risk given a large 7~8% price increase on Corona, and
the lack of price increases from Heineken, Corona's main competitor.
3.} Most recently, the EPS estimate for this stock changed from 2.74 to 2.60.

4/15/2004
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Equity Research
Assel Class:

Sector

Industry

Financial

Consumer Financial Services

Mid Growt

Aralyst Recommendation·

n_g]~:~r

i;l(~b~Ul

Bu

Student Loan reported net income of $212.2 million ($10.61 basic earnings per share) for 2003 , an

J..:.l"":;:..-"'i!i!;~i.li.=i:otli;:..._ _ _ _.;;:I..:::~·Z,~:.;Prl~·.§::::;11:.._ _ _ _.:;::::::;;.:~10.,---... increase of $36.7 million {21%), compared to net income of $175.5 million ($8.77 basic earnings per
STU

The Student Loan Corp

1.56 00

NYSE

share) fot" 2002.

Basis for recommendation:

1248 Monllt Price Tar,9et

$

Beta

1720

1.) The federal government backs most student loans. This eliminates defau lt risk and
creates a predictable earnings stream. Student Loan has 98% of its loans insured.

0.42

Divl~nd%

2.) Student Loan recently began se lling some of its loans as asset-backed securities.
Although small, this new source of liquidity should allow the firm to fuel continued growt h

23~%

Oii,,l!f!pm:
CF from Operations

$

24r M

Free CF

$

235 M

Ptojaoted 5 year growth rate

3,) The Department of Education expects student enrollments to outpace population grovvth
this decade , which provides a growing market for Student Loan to service. Better still,
college costs keep rising.

4.) Student lending has high er entry barriers than banking products. Once colleges or
community b anks establish relationships with a specialized student lender, they send most
student-loan business there.

10 0%
Industry
C'kJil§!IJ!l" Fi!IJIJiC/~1 s,f'(l{;e$

f'orwa'l"d 12 month PIE

13.5

PIS

3:6

PIB

3.5

4.1
Risks:

ST tStowth Rate

2093%
23.65~

l T Growth Rate
Sales Growth

-1'4 47%

50.83:0,A;,

1.) Though the government insures most student loans, collecting on bad debts still takes
time and money. lenders must follow months-long collection procedures, mandated by the
government, before filing to collect on the defau lt .

16.89116

21

35°

2. ) The government's loan limits haven't gro'M'I with enrollment expenses, limiting
guaranteed debt per student. If the government doesn't increase loan limits periodically,
growth could be slower.
3.) Some schools fret th at students borrow too much, so they have started to complement
loans "Nith grants and work-study arrangements. If this takes off, loan gro-wth could slow.

Ma~;keiOap

$ 3,11&0 M

Net Revenues

633.6 M

Net Income

$

Total Assets

$21,005.6 M

Book Value

$

Debl/Elquity

2t22 M

46.57 per share

23.97

Sludent LDon,. a ma)Orilj-owned Clt;gtoop aUbtldla!Y ond wu a C.tlbank·<lviOion UOII! lt4ote<l
on the Now York Sto<l< &change lA 1~92. Student ~oan prcw!d.. o~ofloano,
P""<IP811y govemment·baoked. to atlldems.end,pBfon!o; kIt one ot-...t.rgeol Ollgfolato<• and
h<>ldefll of fiO'o'OfYUnent-betbd &Wdentlc>qnaln lho Uffi~ Stales. Tilt ClOl!l>any begen
origfolat!Og siUdenHoena on 1998 aJIBr two - • of.lwylngloons onlho NOOO<iolymarl<et.

Analyst

Jon Adamo

ACS

4/15/2004
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For the six months ended 12/31/03, revenues rose 14% to $2.03 billion. Net income totaled
r="'--==="-==----...;=~='"--""""==...,~--3 $339.8 million, up from $143.5 million. Revenues reflect new contracts signed during the

period. Net income also reflects a $284.3M gain on the sale of assets.

12· ta Month Price 1iarget

$

6'1.17

Beta

0.7

0Nidend%

NIA

Basis f or recommendation:
1.} This stock is in an industry with a healthy number of competitors , and looking at its sales,
it is one of the largest players .
2 .) This stock is in the business support indu st ry, which has generated market-like returns
over the past 10 years . but has done better than average the past five. ACS has been one of
the strongest performers in its industry over the five-y ear period.

OF from Ope!"eUoos

$

545 a 1'11

Free CF

$

340.{) M

Projected 6 yeat growth rate

19.4%
Industry

3.) Morningstar ra ted the stock as having the highest levels of growth, profitability, and
financial he alth.

Growth A+
Profrtability A+
Fina ncial Health A
4 .) The forward earnings yield of 5 .32% is normal compared with the earnings yields of other
stocks in its industry, but it is extremely healthy in absolute terms. For this company to
generate decent returns for investors, it will probably only have to realize moderate growth in
earnings or a higher valuation by the mai'Ket

Forward 12 month Pie

18,8

PIS

1.6

P/B

26

5.) Revenue has increased steadily from year to year over the past 10 years as has cash
flow from operations. More than 90% of its reven\Je is recu rring.

Risks:

ST Growlh Rate

80.96~-b

LT Growth Rate

31 63%

Sates Growth

1'6.1lg%

1.) The technology indu stry as a whole has not fa ired well recently and many skeptical
investors may withhold from investing in companies associated with technology .
2 .) ACS's sustainable growth rate of 12.6% is quite a bit less than the rate at which its
earnings per share have grown (roughly 80% in the past 5 yrs .). That means that the
compa ny Vlfill probably have to raise additional capital from outside sources at some point if it
continues to grow at its current rate .
3 .) Recent insider trading activity yielded more se lling than buying by company exectuives
and officers .

Market Cap

$ 6,492.0 M

Net Revenues

S 3.78!7.2 M

Net IMOO'le

$

Total Assets

$ 3,69"8.7 M

Book Value

$

20.39 pet share

0,21

Debf/Equrty

~

306.8 M

dellveu comprehensive botfneu fX008M <>UttOoJtdog, information

technolaQy outsourcing, aod &)'Stem ~nt.egretiofi t eflllcea to comrnerciaf di~M\t&,
8t8te<Sna'tocal govecnmtnu:. and the fe<i«el·govem:ment. Th• e~any.._

wutomere have time-critiCal, transa~on-tnfeostv. btJ&inesa aod; infor'mtftion
pro<HOitiQ-: ACS typically >eNicoo lho..,l\ltOds th{ough lo"'J{erm

contracts.

Jon Adamo

4/15/2004
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Asset Class:

For the nine months ended 1131/04, sales rose 11% to $1 .09 billion. Net income rose 22% to
j..:.:.:r.:.ll:l..-~::.WW:l...:::.!l!Wl----....::::::ll:.:..l!l!.:t..-..::::t:.:.::::l!::...-l $89 .2 million. Results renect strong sales from " Jif" and .. Crisco" brands, improved margins
and a lower interest expenses

Basis for recommendation:

12·1$ Month Pnce Target

$

1.} Smucker recently acquired International Multifoods. the maker of Pillsbury.
International Multifoods' brands are complementary to those of Smucker therefore
successful integration and growth is highly likely. Additionally, Smucker has had
successful expereince in the past with this type of acquistion. Back in 2002
Smucker purchased JIF and Crisco from Proctor & Gamble.

59.8

06

&eta
Dividend%

1.82%

166 M

$
Free OF

1t6 M

$

Projeeled 5 year growth rBt~

9.2%

2.} Sales TTM vs. TTM 1 Yr. Ago= increase of 42.5% whereas the industry only
produced growth of 4.37%
Addit ionally, Smucker had TTM EPS growth from continuing operations of 34.8%
compared to the industry average of only 17.82%.

Industry

Forward 12 montiJ PiE

21.2

PIS

1.8

P/B

22
Risks:

1.}A major risk facing SJM and the rest of the Food Processing industry is the low

ST Growth Rate

23.39%

LTGrowthRate

1024%

sales Growth

2[2.59%

carb craze. Recent diets reducing or, in some cases, eliminating carbohydrates

could takes its to ll on companies w ith carbo-rich product lines. It is estimated that

30 million people are on some sort of low-carbohydrate, high-protein regimen and
that another 100 million will join the fray in 2004.
2.) The recent aqusition of International Multifoods could pose some integration
issues for Smucker. Additionally, the addtion of more carbo-rich brands may be
pointing the company in a direction not in tune with consumers wants.

Merke!Cep

$ 2,556.6 M

Net Reveoues

$1,3117M

96.3 M

Net Income

$

Tbtal Assets

$ 1,6,1S.4 M

Book Valtle

$

22.58 per $hare
0.12

Oebt1Eqlility

The J. M. Smucker Cti1!'4>oay (Smuck.-?

OJl<"''••

pnnq,lllly in lho
manufacturing and>matkebng:ofbranded food,produefs on a worldwtde-basfe,
allf\ou$111 tho njajonty of ll>e Coi\IPan)'• ..IH ar•ln the Unkod Slat••
&Jlllcke(o ditlributiot) outsido·lhe \jnlledS\ate&IS principally In CModa,
A\i!Stralla aod,Bcc11 although producb are exported to Olher ~ea H
wei. The,United'$tates rel3ltmarket-indude$ the cortwrner aod COflaumer
o~t&<bU&fneswe and-reprnents. the strategic foctK ar.ea fOf tn. Company.. the
..-ale oftlraQ;ded foQ4:;products.- to oonsumeF$ throtlijh mamstream. dOI'm'StiO
retail ovtlett. 'the t,pedal markets- s:egmeot.reptesents tilt agg.rtgetk>fl·oftha
tood&el"Vtoe.lnt~onat

in00$tri"at and:bevo.rage bUS(OU$fl,

Jon Adamo

3.) Most recent insider trading activity yielded more selling than buying by
company exectuives and officers

4/15/2004
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Asset Class:

~~~~----------~~~~~~~~~ eSpeedlnc.
ESPD is a global technology leader that offers very strong profit margins,
J-='='1..-aii;:.:~~&~~~::...-----'O:::::il.:.:..:iiL...::::.:;::~:~;a;~ cash flows, and no debt. The company is a turnaround story stemming from
the tragedy of September 11th.
Basis for recommendation to add to the portfolio:
112·1'8 Month Price 'Farge!
$26
Beta

People dressed in colored coats shouting at each other? - Securities have made
the move to being traded electronically and eSpeed has benefited from this since
its first system was developed in 1991

1.9

Di'lidend%

0.00%

Traders from the Chicago Board of Trade to The Federal Home Loan Bank rely on
the eSpeed platform -which last year handled roughly $11 trillion in transactions.

OF from Operations

Budget Deficits are good? - eSpeed actually benefits when the government
spends more than they have.

62M

Free Of'

44.7M
Has established a significant presence in government bond trading and has
recently developed new products targeting - equities markets, foreign exchanges,
Sp-ecilalizetjl futures, and interest-rate swaps.

Proj~ed S year grOWih mte

t-5%-.20% Industry

Forward 12 month PIE

23.8

PIS

6.58

PIB

4.04

PICF

18.3

Financially Sound - eSpeed has roughly $4 a share in cash, zero debt, operating
margins of 41%, and reven ue growth of around 20%.
Cash Flow and Net Profit Margins- Net profit margins for eSpeed are 23.1%
compared with the industry average of 10.9%. The P/CF ratio for eSpeed is 18.30
compared w ith a ratio of 29.3 for the industry.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-l Management Integrity - Most of the employees were lost in the September 11th
tragedy; though the CEO was not in the office that day. It is a subsidiary of Cant01
Fitzgerald and they have pledged to give 25% of the profits to the families of the
firm's vict ims through 2006.

1----•:;..;;.;.;;;:.;..;o:~:.;..-.;..;

St Growth Rata
LT Growth Rata
Revenl'lll GrOWih

Valuation -the stock trades at around $20 a share, significantly down from the preSeptember 11th price of $90 a share.
Analyst Coverage is limited

UB
Net Revenues

1566M

S6.1M

Netlnqome

rota! Assets

275M

BOQI\ value

$

4 58 per share

6

Debt/Equity

Develops and dl!PtoyS eteelr<Otli!: marketplaoes
and related ltad!ng technology that offer-s lradi!I'S
access to liquid, efficient and nau!J'al financial
markets worldwide. The company operates
multiple buyer, mulhpla seller real·time electronic
marketplaces for the global capital markets,
inoludlng govemment bond markets and other
fll<<ad iAcome and eq~utles marketplaces

J. Ryan engrosh

Penetrate Equity Markets- Future growth potential depends on eSpeed's ability to
get into the equity markets as they have recently developed new equity products.

4/15/2004
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Equity Research
Asset Class:
Analyst Reccmmendation

Services

Retail (Apparel)

CQmm!JlY Nil\me

Last Prlc!'

1----------------------~~~--~
T,tek~r

!l:l<®~ng!l

Small Growth

Strong Buy

Urban Outfitters
Urban outfitters earnings ytd vs ytd has grown 70% for the fiscal year 2004.

~~::..-.:Wi:.::I=.:L.:~~----....::::::::..:..:.::::::.....::::l:::::.:E~ Earnings are expected to grow 30% into 2005 and 24% for the next five years.
URBN
Urbarn Obtfitters, Inc
45.59
NASDAQ
Urban outfitters has found a way to differentiate itself in an industry that thrives on
what is different. Aside from apparel, U 0 offers home furnishings and
accessories under a brand that is building tremendous recogn ition.

$53-$55

12-18 Moriltl Price "fiarget

Beta

1.5
0.00%

Dillldend%

The past five years have delivered growth of close to 20% in revenues and the
fiscal year 2004 is expected to deliver even higher eamings growth.
As discretionary inccme increases with a growing economy, this industry should
reap significant benefits.

CF ftQm OperatiOns

41 .6MM

Free OF

19.6MM

This company has experienced its growth without adding any debt to the balance
sheet. Operating worldwide, the opportunity for growth in terms of stores is
advantageous.

25%
Industry
Pric@.~a~~;

~PPI!ll'J !l~qr,es

FQrward 112 month PIE

36.8

PIS

352

1.1

PIB

E>.SS

3<!

23.13

Risks:
VVIth high expected eamings and sales growth, a failure to meet those numbers
cculd have a negative effect on the stock.

Earnings 1 Y ~ar

70"A>

Earnings 3 Year

25%

Eam10gs 5 Year

23%

Sales 5yr amlavg

1'8%

A disadvantage is that they are based upon trends and trends can change without
much notice.

16o/o
4%!

1.718

MafRetCap
Net Revenues

490MM

lfet lnoome

3B.3MM

27ll!Qm

'n>tal Assets
B(lQk Value

14o/O

$

6.62 per $hare

0

Url>an OUtHtte,., 11\0. ,. allfeSiy!O fM(<ihan""'lng e<>mpany lllat-at.. &peclalty
re.taU alQte$<UOder \fte- urban·Of.lffittn. AnflropoJogle-eod-Frte P-eopl,e bt-tnOt~ a•
weU as the Free P~ ¥1holenle dt'Vl.ton. 11\e ¢0mpapy"hH experklnce cr-ea&g

an4 maneg1ng retd-&toree,that,ofter highly d~f'fere~ated ootledions of IMili9n
·aupa.rtl, acceisotie8"1ll\d-1\0me good& In addition to ib reta.l stoces, the &ornpaoy
o~ its prf.:ldUets and qlarJceW Its brend$. diredJy to the c;onaumer through its e.
comfMf<te We~. WNN~bn.com a(ld-rwww anthrOpOiogle ClOm, and the Urban

Outfitters Qf'tdAnthropok)gie eataJogs. A'$ of JanullfY 31, 20oa, tJroan Outflttera

Ollerated113 ''"'""· ~ IOcatedin Ill• Un1t•d SUites totaled ~8. •• oiJII\U"'Y

3·1 , 2003, .....tlile·op;etWQne jn Europ~ end Canada ~~d ~ Wet-. In adlltion,

lhe Ce1"PIIIlY ongagj!O fr1 11\e ..,ofeaalo dlslnbUitOn olapp~ lo appr~XImately
1,10G~Iy<&toll.,.worwv.ldo .

J

Call

4/15/2004
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12-18 Month Price Target

$34-$40

Beta

0.7

Dividend%

000%

PiS, P/B, and P/E ratios are all below industry averages.
Qtr vs Qtr a year ago sales are up over 55%.
Specialty reta il should be a hot industry barring a bullish outlook on the economy
for the upcoming year.
Forbes magazine just put out an article stating that this company was the new kin1
of boating sales.

OF from Opera!iQOS

27.tMM

7.4

Free OF
1 year growth rate

Insiders have been buying stock near the 52 week high.

400A.

Pi-S

P/-8
Risks:
Withouth economic growth an d increased in disposable incomes, specialty retai l
could suffer.

Earnings 1 Year
l?amings 3 Year

20%

Ea{niogs 5 \'93{

11%

Sales 10yr !lflnl avg

11%

Mar-ket Cap

43QMM

Net Revenues

666MM

Natlooome

22.4MM

Total Assets
Book Valua
Oebi/Equily

atlOMM
$

11 .00 per share

0.1 1

MarineMax. lne. is a reGfeahonal boat dealer in the
Undad States. lihtough 66·retall locattofiS Ill
Alabama, Arizona, Cahforma, Colorado, Delaware,
Florida, Georgia, MIOI'Iesota, Nevada, New Jersey,
North Carolina, Ohkl, South Carolina. Texas and
Utah, the 001l]pany sells new and used
recreatoonal boats, l~>clud•c;l9 ptaasure b6ats s\lllh
as sport boats, sport e<ulsef!l, sport yachts and
yachls: ski boats, and fishing boats fl also sells
related matl[te produGis, •ncJUdiAg engines,
trailer&, parts 8lJid aceessoties. In addltion. the
Company arrengas related boat financing,
insw:arnce and extended sellVice contract~.
pwvides repair and mainte11anee servJce$. and
offers l!Oiit end yacht brokerege ~rvoees.

4/15/2004

KN GT
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____.!!.;.;;!!:!£.._ _ _...., Knight Transportation

1---.!::.~~:!!2;;.

KNGT currently trades at a p/e comparable with the industry average and has

t-="--==""'"""="-----:=w~=~..:===~ outperformed the industry over the last five years by 21% in sales growth.

$30-$33

12-Hl Mon!h Price Target
Beta

Dividend%

000%

CF f~<>m Operations

2,500MM

Free CF

3SOMM

1 year growth rate

Earnings estimates are projected to grow at roughly 20% into fy2004 and fy2005.
The p/e ralio is well below the industry and should move upwards into the future
enhancing shareprice with sales and earnings growth.
Trucking is essential for goods to be transported from the factory to the shelf.
'Mth a bullish outlook for the economy there should be an inueased demand for
trucking.
Top management team. Ceo named 1 of the 50 best in america.
Nine years in a row recognized by forbes top 200 small companies.

1%

PIS

2.69

P/B

3.&1
Risks:
Rising gas prices could have an impact on the bottom line

EamiflQS 1 Year
Earning~~

18%

3 Year

EemiAgs 5 Year
Sales

Syr ann!avg

Market Cap

908.5MM

Net Revenues

3!10 tMM

Net Income

35.5MM

Total A.$Sefs

3212MM

B*Value

Debt/Equtty

$

6 4G per share
N/A

Knight Transportation, Inc. is a short- to med•umhaul, dry vQA.f!UQI<Ioad earner based in Phoef\IX,
Arizona The CompaAy trarnsporta ger.leral
commodities, !nclUdltlg consumer goods,
packaged foOdstuffs, paper products, beverage
oontal!l{l!S and imported and exporttld
commodities. 'The Compamy provides regional
lruOkload carrier services throughout the Untted
States from ils facllities located in Phoe01x1
AJ:izona; Katy, Texas; lndianapolts, Indiana:
Chartolte, Noon Carolina : Sail Lake City. Utah;
Gulfport, Miss1ssippl: Kansas Ctty, Kansas;
POrtland, Oregon. anll Mempl!!is, Tennessee.

Extremely competitive industry

4/1512004
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Asset Class:

Sector

Small Value

Bu

Analyst Reccmmendation

____c;;.•;;:P;.;it;;;a;..l=G oo;;.d;;.s;__ _ _ _;..A;;;e;,;
ro;;;s:.::
p.;;
•c
;,;e;;.ID
;;.e
;,;f.;;
e;,;
ns;,;e;,.__ _ _ _ AIIied Defense Group
1

~ Po:lce
~~~1:1 e
Foreign Exchange Rates combined with increase in defense business should
F"""'"---"''""'="'"""'=-----"~••;.;.;'---;;;;:~i:/oli~--! add to bottom line.
Allied Ocifense Group
AOO
AMEX
19.32
The company has been generating cash at significant levels and currently has
12-16 Moolh PI!C$ 'f!lr~t
$25
$7.81 per share of cash on hand.
Beta
.0.5
Revenues grew by 31% over the previous year. Revenues should continue to
000%
Dtllide!ld 'l'•
grow as the ccmpany gains some momentum in the increasing defense spending
across the world, especially munitions.

Stock Price has been depressed due to decrease in margins as a result of

increasing steal prices. However, in communications with the company, they

CF rrom OperatiOns

30.2 Mll.

Free OF

23.8 Mil

believe they have been able to stablaize the margins and hopefully increase them
over the comoing period.

FO!Waro 12 month PIE

PIS
P/B
Risks:
The company is small with a significant portion of their sales coming from one
major customer, the U.S. Government.

St Growlh Rete
The companies margins have seen downward pressure as a result of increasing
steel ccsts.

LT Grow1tl Rate

Any significant increase in the dollar should hurt the ccmpany as a result of
tranlation effect.

Mart<et CliP

113.41 Mil.
171.411111

Net Reve<:~ues

Nl!ltlncome

8.6Md

T{)tal Assets

227.2 Mil

Book Value

$

DebVEqulty

1'9,81 per share
0.00

Allied Dtlfense Group, !OtrOOrty , led Resear COQXJratiOO, QPerates strate!!Jl .
defense and secunty busiflesses through MliCAR S.A, a grwp of Selg.an
COfPOf&UOflS. MECAR engages princlpatly in the deVelopment and produGtion
of 11'\edlum-eallber tank ammunition and mortws. The VSK Group and
MlcrllWa"Ve engage In the des1Qn. manufacture, distnbutlon and $91\'llle of
lrt<!Ustnal and•law entOICGffitlnt sewllly products ana systems Trtan Dynamics
Systems engages In the design. manufacture and sale otbatUefield effecls
simulators SeaSpace CQJ'POfabon engages In the design. manufacture,
distribution and aennce otweather and environmental saleU•Ie ground reeeph
systems.

Rlchatd Hacem

Analysts

M~ "r;~J,.1J ~ .
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Equity Research
Asset Class:

Sector

Industry

Basic Materials

Iron & Steel

T:111k11!'

Cil!UllP~AY: ti-I!:l!'

l.Jl$Prt~e

l<ua

KU!x>W Oerporatldn (<~>\DR)

24.10

12-16 Mon£h Pnce T1ilr9!!t

Buy

Ex~t~~pg~

NYSE
Company is seeing a rebound in sales as the global economy improves

$45

o,s

Beta

Mid Growth

Analyst Recommendation

Shares are currently being repurchased and the low debUequity ratio should
continue to have a positive influence on the company

0.21)

Dovidend%

Took a one time charge for pension costs which will not be prevelant in the future.

!iltl!'b FIPYQJ
CF ttom Operations

565.40 Mol.

FreeCF

184.30 Mil.

P®ll Ri\t!Q:~;
FOIWard 12 month PIE

62.80

PIS

0.88

PIB

1. 94
Risk:
The oompany is very dependant on growth in the general economy.

Qro.Wtll "aJu;
St Growth Rate

NA

23.0%

LT Growlh Rate

NA

11.3%

MarketCap

640811

738!1

Net Revenues

Net 11100111e

-36 7Mit

9491.6 Mit

Total A-ssets

Book Value

12 32 per share
0.36

Kurota Corp<m!Uon manutaotutes a comprehens!Ve range or macliineey and
other ond~slnat and COQSUmer Pfod\lCts, lncl~lng farm equipment. engines,
pipe ano fluid systems engfneeling, ind~trtal castings, environmental control
plant ancthoosing materials a~d ·~lpment. Its manufactul'fng operations are
conducted primantv at21 plants on Japan and at five overseas plants 19cated lfl
the Unrted Slates and oertaon other countries Farm ~•Pfn&nl construction
!)lachfnei1Y, dUCtile Iron pipe and eerta1n other prodUcts are not only sold in
Japan but are also sOld In o.verseas mat1<ets, whoch oonsost matnly of Nortti
Ameriea, europe and Asia The Company ciSSSI~es Its produets 11110 live
product groops: interflal combustion engine aoo mach1nery: pipes, valves and
Industrial castings: en\llronmental engoneenng: buHdlllg materials ana housing,
and other products.

A

at sts

Richard Harem

The oompany had some poorly performing pension assets that it was required to
take a charg e for
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1>!·1'8 Monlh Pn<:$ Ta~et

S3ll

Beta

10000%

The low debt ratio should allow the company to continue to grow and acquire other
companies.

0

The company's profatabitity ratios are almost double that of the industry. This
should allow them t o continue to be profitable in the future.

CF from Operations

374.00 Md.

Should see an increase in sales from companies that are refurbishing aircraft
instead of buying new ones.

FteeCF

288.00 Mil

Dividend%

The company is well diversified and sees 34% of sales res ulting from overseas.

Foowal'd 12 mont!) PIE

203

PIS

2.21

P/8

64
Risks:
The risk associated with the airline industry is a negative factor.

St Growlh Rate

16.6%

LT Growtfi Rate

10.1%

Man<.etCap

5.76811

Net Revenues

268M

Net lncon'le

277.0Mll

2591 Mil

Total Assets

BOok Value
Oebt1Equ1ty

$

5.04 per snare
0.22

DesCI'iption:
Inc. proVides desfgn, production and supP9fl of
lco<lll1l•unt·eahons and a'lllabon eteotromcs for oommerolal and mi!Hacy
Company has two ope{Q!Ing segments consistmg of the

and Government Systems businesses Products sold ny
COI:nmercliel Systems business InclUde fl1ght deCk electron1c systems and
communtcauons, navrganon, surve~lance, displays and
lauroo1abc ft1oh1 control and Hight management systems, as well as tn-fhght
le}~:~~:=l~ cabin electrOnics and InformatiOn management syS1ems. The
I(
Systems business supplies defe't$8 electronics produCts and
systems. including communications, naVlgatioo aoo display~. for
ground and shipbOard apptteations,

The company is dependent on acquisitions as one means of growth.
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April 15, 2004
Ticker:

!IF

Analyst Recommendation

Strong Buy

1----:~~-.--~----.....,-~~--.------sMorgan Stanley India Investment Fund Inc
Morn1ngstar Category
Morningstar Rating

International

4

Strong play in India growth and core holdings are in many of the industrial

·~.. te·.-~'n-~ companies and not high tech.
IIF
7,
FP~r~lc~
-~~r~ati~os~·~------------------------~--~~~·~~·v~"~
CttrrelJI P!'CF
C1.1rrent P~B

14.6
4.8

Ris-k Measures

C

. India has continued to see strong GOP growth. As more outsourcing work is
13 3
4 .4 moved there, personal income levels should continue to rise. As people i nvest
more money in housing and cars, there should be an increase in the economic
activity. Construction companies, mining companies, and heavy goods companies
should see a mjo r increase in sales in the region.

~~~~S~ta~n~-d~
- a~~~D~e~~~a~t~~
. n~----------~2~9.~8~1--------~
This fund is light on the technology side which has seen a major run up in previous
Snare Ratio
0.88
years.

'liR!IUQg RE!ttln:l$
1 Year
3 Ye:ar
5 Year
Portfolf9 CQmJXI&lli91.'1
Stocks
Bonds
Other

ca.ell

1'6'0.75%
45.91%
28.94%
96.&%

6.1%

3 .. 2 %

Q2-%

~F~e-e-s----~~--------------------~0~%~
- ---------~

'E:xpenses
Mlnim~,tm Investment
Major hog\lngs
State Bank Of India
Bh~uat Heavy Eteetricals
lnfesys 1'ech
Container Corp Of India
Hero Honda Motors
011 & Nat Gas
T'8ta Ir-on & Steel
S.teel Authority Of India
Reliance lods
Tata Molars
S11cwr Holdtno!J!t
lndusJrilili tillateriais
Consumer Geeds
F4n,llr:Joial Services
HealthGare

Business Services

1.56'¥o
Ctosed End

7.92
6.17
5.25
4.71
4.39
4.22

a.aa

3.83

:us
3.28
31.53
t~.32

16.119

10.10
8.2~

The fundi ng is trading at a slight premium. However, this is a cost that is
associated with getting into such a well diversified fund. This fund should continue
to trade at a premium for the near future .
There is always global risks and if India does not continue to see strong growth in
GOP and wages then this fund could lag.

4/15/2004
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Otv1d!lncl%

0 .00%

Fees

Intel Corp

INTC

20%

Texas lnstrumenls

TXN

16%

AMAT

14%

Applied Malerials

Mast trade IOUI!d tot of 100 sh•res

Analog Devices
Maxim Integrated Prod

0.00%

$taodatd Oev~atlon

PIB

Book Value Growth
Sai~Growlh

Cash F·low Growth

SMH is the tracking ETF for XSH Semiconduetar
•ndex

Maro Blaneh1

5%

XLNX
LLTC

5%

Kla-Tencor Corp

KLAC

4%

Micron Technology

MU

4%

Natl Semiconductor

NSM

3%

Altera Corp

ALTR

3%

Broadcom Corp'a'

BRCM

2%

TER

2%

Teradyne Inc

PIS

6%

Xilinx Inc

Sharp.e Ratto

Pr:ke/ Prospeetive Earnings

7%

MXIM

Linear Technology Corp

100.00%

Other

ADI

Risks:
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Asset Class:

~

Analyst Recommendation

·------------------------------~

ETF

Bu

Central Fund of Canada

1-Tii='*:;:lll:;;,.r__Q_.o;;;
" !ll;;:O~P!!tl!'liliOY'-""1\l~=·"-----=Y::;
.J.:!~:,;;Pri:.;;"::;q:.;;e_t!x::;
.;;;.c;;J'I;;a;;,;n~g'" Investment in Gold and Silver holdings

CEF

C&llltaJ Fund of Canada

5.84

AMEX
This ETF trades on the AMEX and is an easy way to invest in Gold and Silver as <
method of diversification for the portfolio

Div•dend%

0.18%

Fees

0.00%

Expenses

0.89%

1>9J'!foi!Q CqroJ?Q!Ini!ID
Proeciuous Metals

Other

Rrsk Figures
lii!anJi<~r4 DeY~

Sharpe Ratio

re.{'7
1.06

Price Ratios:

S&P50(

Pllcet Prosp9¢1ive Eamillgs

NA

19.C

PIS

NA

1Eij

P/B

NA

3.(

Gro.w th Rates:

Long Term Earmings Growth
Book Value Growti'l
~otsGrWiltl

Cash Flow GrowtR

Central Fund<>IConada Ul'ite<l ito •peQ&Ii<~<!hoicing. c:orol><lllY,Ih• ....!> ol
v.l!leh .,. hold lhroogh liB wholly owned ..t>oldl.,k!t. piimailly 11 gold ond
11fver bunion. Gbjec6Ve • to provide aq in'leetment attomutWe fot .irwes.tota
lnter....<NII11-g mmotable gotd- end olivet-related irlvH!menb. lb<policy
i:s to inveil ptimady In ~r.ro-holdlngt of gold •nd tltw:or:buWoo. and not to
ad>v<ly IIJ>OOUioto volh rogolll-10 ebo!t-tAim!chengeo., gold and-p<l<es.
c..ltal f un<l'sln....,.lm<nl pcktes require k to·hold at k!ool $0% of Ito not
noels in goldcond aliVe< -on,pnmoflly ifJ bar l'oi'J1l,

Analysts

M!Wc Blanchi

4/15/2004
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One of the largest materials manufactures in the world

12-16 Month Price T~et
1.6

Beta

Oiviiilend%

1.84%

Globally positioned to experience growth benefits from global economic expansion.

Fantastic success with cost savings initiative
The company should benefit favorably from economic expansion and increased
auto sales.

CF from OperabG>OS

VISB

1.727 B

Free OF

Balance sheet back into target range defined by company strategy
The company is considering expansion projects in to South America and Australia

ProJected 6 year growth rate

Ft.lrward 12 month PIE

17.2

PIS

137

PiB

2.45
Risks:
The company is exposed to fluctuations in commodity prices

Eam10gs 1 Year

66.8%

Eam111gs 3 Year

29.7%

Earnings S Year

13.7%

Sale$

Marketeap

29.82 B

215 B

Net Revenues

Netlneom.e

98SMM

TJOtal As$8\S
Book \Ia~

Oebt/liquity

317 B
$

13.81 pwsnare

a.56

some expenses related to environmental clean up are unknown and m ay materiall

impact the earnings results of the company
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Ticker:

SSEMX

Analyst Recommendation

1---_.:,N;.;;e,;;,t:..;A,;;,ss;;;e;.;;t..;V..;:a;.;;lu;,;;e_ _ _ _ __:..72;,;6~M:.:::::ill:..__ _ _"'7 FUND
Morningstar Category

Large Blend
4

Equity Research

NAME

_s_tr_o_n-=------='------SSgA Emerging Markets

The management team has a good track record and has been in
place for 8 years.
Very low expense ratio for a no-load offering in its category.

CurrentPJB
Sales Growth
DMdencl Yield

9.57
2.97
1.89%
24.27

Fund pays close attention to diversification. Twice as much
offerings as category average (125-150 securities) As well as much
less assets in its top 10 holdings than average.
Initiated position in India's software companies. India has low
correl ation to other exchanges in the region and around teh world.

O.S4
1 year

74.61

2 year
3year

16.14

Stocks

63.9%
f!tO%
11 .9%

Bond$
Other

0%
1.25%
$1 ,000

Samsung
AngloAmer
t.ukoi!Oll

Pelraleo Brasiliera
taiwan Semtcon Mfg
Kooklnin Bk

PcS'eO
Samsung Eleetrn P.fd
SI<Telecom

Telecammuaication
Healthcare

Financial $ervic&s
Conwmer Geods
Industrial Materials

6.45%
3.53%
213%
1.96%
1.73% ,
1.70%
1,36%
1.35%
1.22%

Taiwanese tech stock should continue to perform well. Brazilian
sector is another sector that should perfonm well. Since president Silva
took over, government is much more open to the market to surprise of
many.
Liquidity concious, average market cap is one third bigger than the
group norm.
Bias toward larger caps slowed down the performance this year. At
the same we have seen signs that people might become risk averse
and therefore have tendency to invest in large caps which should drive
fund's performance.
Lower volatility than its peers- fund relies more on quantitative
approach
Long-tenm record -firmly in the top half of its category
Risks:
Fund has posted significant loses from time to time.
TMX (Mexico) and some other major holdings may loose profit due to
strong competition this year.

4.48%
1'1.96%
1.74%
16.23%
1~.33%

21 .75%
9.82%

seeks to prowlae maximum total return, primarily through capital
tnwstil'l{l at least
of total net assets on secunlles of
komo;aniElS domiciled In GOUnlries determined by ks management team to
or em6f9ing economy/market. In ka process of selecting
to ftlllest In, management will evaluate a COUIJlry'a ecortomic and
climate with prospects for sustained macro- and miero-economJc
MOdels are used to further sGreen a country's valuation and
lse>ntun911t. Tile management team willtt;len use valuation methlxls,
an anatysis of prioo in relation to assel&i eamlngs. cash flow,
and Interest rates, to find a!Waottve secunties within a country.

eo•-'

America
UK)W. Eur
Japan
L America
Asia ex Jpn
Other

Country Exposure
South
0 Korea
24
5.3 Taiwan
13
0 Brazil
10
8.8
21.2 Mexico
57.5 Russ Fed 8.5
16

----1
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Ticker:

MAPTX

Net Asset Value

Recommendation

456.32 mill

~--------------------------------~
Mid Blend
4

C\lrr.ent P/Cash Ftow
Curren~

PIS

11.4'1
2 .69

12.71
2.

Sales Growlh

[))l.vidend Yield

Standard Deviation

26.53
0.53

3 year

1'5.66%

Stock-s
Bonds

10.0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0%
1.75%
$2,500

Swire Paeific Cl A
Dan Sing Finl

4.05%

Hon Hal Pl'ecision lnds

4 .03%
3.80%

Bangkok Bk (i'on)

3.77%

Venture Mfg

3.69%
3.6¥/o
3.54%
3.38%

Legend Htdgs
Adv<XI Info Serv

T elecommunica~on
Healtcare
F1nancial Sel'llioes
C~msun:1er Goods

Industrial Materials

The fund takes full advantage of its countries range . Relatively large
weights in some of the smaller markets of Southeast Asia . Managers
initiated their first positions in India this summer. The fund now has about
4% of its assets in that market, which many of its peers ignore and which
has a low correlation with other exchanges in the region and around the
world.
Hong Kong was the largest contributor to the Fund's performance
in January as its domestic environment continues to improve. Years of
high unemployment, falling property prices and deflation are all showing
signs of improvement (Rollover in US and Chi na M2 rollover should lead
to money growth in 2004)
Information technology (Taiwan) continue with good performance. Also,
telecom sector is slowly showing signs of life after years of
underperformance.

4.21'%

Giordano Inti
SeouiBank

DBS CSrp l'lldgs

Extremely well diversified .
Many Pacific/Asia ex-Japan offerings focus on the region's biggest and
best-known companies and thus overlap significantly with the
emerging Asian portions of mainstream foreign offerings. This fund
has always paid attention to smaller caps. In fact, its small-cap stake has
increased from 20% to 23% of assets in recent months. (for example
Travel Sky that provides electronic ticketing services for China's airline
company)

0.32%

1 year
2 year

Other

Stro

Matthews Asia Pacific

3.97%

Risks:
Managers like smaller stocks and markets which is risky.
This fund is more volatile than the peers in its category, but the investors
who can hold this volatity will find this fund extremely good suplement to
their foreg in holding.
Can lagg during emerging As ia's sell offs

8 .67%
9.89%
4 .22%
27 .15%
18.42%
to.30%

Matthews Paclflc 'Flger Fund seek'S capital appreciation. The

fund nonnally ililvesfs at least 65% of assets in equity
securities or Pacific 'Flger economies such as Hong Kong.
Singal)Ole, SQuth Korea, Taiwan, China and others. In
selecting secumles, lhe fund looks at management quaUty,
competitive poSition. growth prospects, valuah'ons compared
to inllustcy averages, and earnings track record. Although the
asset$ of the fund are ordinarily inve$\ed with geographic
fte><ll!Ulty, !here is no limitation on the percentage of assets
which may be Invested In any one countty.
Nikola Millvojevlc

America
UK/W. Eur
Japan
LAmerlca
Asia ex Jpn
other

0 Hong Kong
0 5 Korea
0 Singapore
9.4 Bermuda
90.7 Thailand
0

25.8
23
15.6
9
8.5
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Ticker:

FDIVX

Analyst Recommendation

I---....;.;N;;,;et:..:.A.;.:s;,;.s;;,;et;.,V;,.;a;;,;lu;.;e_ _ _ _ _..;.15:.;•.:..;79;...B::;i:.;..l----..Fidelity
Morningstar Category
Momingsl<!r Rating

Large <Srewth

5

Equity Research

Diversified lnt

Good candidate for core international offering - broad based exposure to markets
outside of the US
Strong position in the emerging markets (12%) should drive the performance of
the fund as emerging markets continue providing good returns

Current PICash Flow
Current PIS
Sales Growth
Dividend Yield

1.1:8%

Fund focuses on large and mid cap names in the portfolio. If large caps start
perfomrming well this will drive the performance of the fund.
Canadian energy finms continue to perform well

16.75

us

Japanese financial sector should perform well in 2004 (Sumitom o Mitsui)

Asset based tripled last year to $13.5 billion
9.59

93.4%
0.7%
1.1%

Risks:
Concerns about the swelling of the assets
Manager responsible for fund's excellent record departed in 2001

0%
1.22%
$2,500

Novartis A<S ADR

2.00%

Unllever NV ADR

1.71%
1.36%
1.22%

Voda1one Group PLC ADR
HSBC Holdings PLC ADR
Glax.oSmithKiine P.LC A'DR
Nomura Hldgs
Nikko Cordial
AstraZeneca PLC ADR
Total SAADR
Hardware
Teleoommunieation

11eal1;heare
Financial Servicas
Consumer Go.ods
lnclus1rial Mat,erials
Energy

1.:~2%

1.17%
1.10%
1.09%
0.97%
5.49%
4.88%
13.89%
24.27%
18.03%
9.$1%
8,53%

International Fund seeks capital appreciation The fund
trHJou-v.;•. securities H primarily tnvests in commQ.tl
ancl ·aii<X:I•Tes iflvestments acro$S countties.anct.reglons whife
I.O<JII'J$idierirrg the siZe of !he mwf<et relative to sl2;e of the Jntemallonal

f>.tlkela Milivoje'lic

Country Exoosure
10.9 UK
56.5 Japan
16 Switzer!

3 France
11.9 Nether!
1.8

17.5
16
7

6.1
5.7
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REIT's
Percent of REIT

25%

SPG
Stod< Price

20%

25%

15%

BXP

UDR

PLD

$ 56.02

$ 52.49

$ 19.14

2.60

2 .52

1.17

Current Yield

4.6%

4.8%

6 .1%

4.3%

Market Cap

10.808

4.968

2.428

5.948

Trailing P/E

36.21

16.8

365.38

29.7

Forward PIE

11.48

11.71

11 .95

13.02

34.05
1.46

PEG Ratio (5 yr expected)':

1.76

2.46

2.48

1.97

Price/Sales

4.73

3.82

4.03

8.21

Price/Book

3.67

2.06

2.63

2 .32

Enterprise Value/Revenue

9.16

7.59

7.51

12.36

Enterprise Value/EBITDA

REIT's have seen a significant increase over the past couple years. Lower interest
rates have been able to offset increasing vacancy levels allowing for these companies
26.26 to maintain and increase dividend payments. Many investors have seen RE IT's as an
alternative to Fixed Income securities because of the h igher dividend payments.
$ 2 .00

EOP

Annual Dividend:

$

15%

14.41

12.27

13.56

17.33

Profit Margin

15.60%

27.26%

8.57%

34.15%

7.62%

In this low interest rate environment, we view RE IT's as an alternative to the Fixed
10.54 Income portion of the portfolio. V\ltlile many analysts believe that these stocks are
.
fully valued, t11e pullbad< in the recent weeks should provide a buying opportunity.
20 82
Some analysts have estimated that it would take atleast another 100 b.p. in the 10
9.84 year treasury in order to have a further impact on these stocks. We do not be lieve we
will see rates rise this mudl over the coming year. Even if there is no price
2 .55 appreciation in the stock prices, we view the 5%+ dividend payments as a healthy
cash flow.
.
3 39
1.11

The strength seen in the economy should benefit most of the REIT's. The commercial
?.06 and industrial properties are seeing a pick up in vacancy rates as well as square foot
.
lease rates. As more jobs are continued to be added in the economy, many of the
11 41
housing REIT's should show some strength. We have identified REITS tl1at have low
14.16% debt to equity witl1 a high portion of debt in fixed rate instruments. Th is should allow
them to contain insterest rates and also take advantage of other REIT's that become
39.53% distressed in the rising interest rate environment.

Operating Margin

42.04%

22.94%

8.74%

48.87%

Return on Assets

2.40%

4.24%

1.52%

4.11%

1.83%

Return on Equity

10.71%

12.30%

0.77%

8.46%

5.12%

1.318 605.28M

Revenue

734.10M

3.208

Net Income Avl to Common

287.66M 289.91M

2.338

6.25M

212.37M

497.25M

Total Cash

535.62M

22.69M

4.82M

331 .50M

69.40M

Total Debt

10.278

5.008

2.138

2 .998

11.488

3.075
83%

2 .085
91%

1.833

0 .977

1. 108
96.80%

Total DebVEquity
Fixed Debt%
From Operations
Free Cashflow

871.71M 488.28M
601 .0 1M 66.00M

326.80M

1. 178

-983.37M

683.27M

SPG: Simon Property Group, Inc. is e ng aged primarily in the ownership, operation, leasing, management, acquisition, expansion and
75% of income from Rents development of real estate properties, primalily regional mans and community shopping cente rs . As of June 30, 2003, Simon owned or held
83% Debt is Fixed Rate an interest in 238 properties, which consisted of 169 regional malls, 64 community shopping centers and five office and mixed.use
properties containing an aggregate of 183 million square feet of gross leasable area in 36 states. The Company also owns intere sts in other
Well Diversified Holdings real estate assets and has ownership interests in nine retail real estate properties operating in Europe and Canada.
Boston Properties, Inc. owns and develops office properties in the United States. Its properties are concentrated in four core markets:
8XP Boston, Washington. D.C., midtown Manhattan and San Francisco. The Company owned or had interests in 14 0 properties totaling
approximately 43.9 million net rentable square feet. Its properties consisted of 131 office properties comprised of 103 Class A office
91 o/o in fixed debt vs 75 % in 2 properties (induding three properties under construction) and 28 office/technical properties; four industrial properties: three hotels. and two
retail properties. Boston Properties owns or controls 43 parce ls of land totaling 551 .3 acres and structured parking far 31,098 vehides
containing approximately 9 .4 m illion square feet.
United Dominion Realty Trust Inc. owns, acquires, renovates, develops and manages middle-market apartment communities nationwide. As
UDR of December 31, 2002, t11e Company's apartment portfolio included 260 communities located in 57 markets, with a total of 7 4,480
Company states primary drives for completed apartment homes. In addition, the Company had 616 apartment homes under development. The Company's subs id iaries inclu de
demand is employment growth
two ooerati na oartnershios, United Dom inion Realty, L. P. and Heritage Communities, L.P.

°

Prologis operates a global network of indust rial distribution properties. Prologis' property operations segment, as of December 3 1, 2003,
PLD consisted of 1,737 operating properties, aggregating 230.4 million square feet. The Company develops distribution properties in its other
International diversification of 20% operating segment, the CDFS business segment, with t11e intent to contribute the property to a property fund or to sell the property to a tl1ird
gives this pick some additional
party. As of December 31, 2003. ProLogis had 27 distribution properties, ag gregati ng 9.8 million square feet under development.
diversification advantages
EOP
Expect net absorption of 25 to
30 million square feet in top 20
markets in 2004. Anticipate office
j ob growtl1 of approximately 2 .5%
which should lead to an increase in
occupancy level

Equity Office Properties Trust primary business Is the ownership and operation of office properties in the United States. The Company owns
substantially all of its assets and conducts all of its operations through a consolidated subsidiary, EOP Operating Limited Partnership is
engaged in owning, managing, leasing, acquiring and developing office properties. At December 31, 2003, the Company had a portfolio of
684 office properties consist.Jng of approximately 122.3 million square feet of commercial office space in 18 states and the District of
Columbia, 75 industrial properties consisting of approximately 5.8 million square feet, and approximately 0.4 million square feet of office
properties under development. In addition to its development pipeline, EOP owns various undeveloped land parcels on which approximate ly
12 million square feet of office space could be developed.
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RYSEX
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Equ ity Research

April 15, 2004
Ticker:

Morningstar CaJegory
Marnlngstar Rating
Morningstar Risk

Analyst Recommendation

RYSEX

Small Value

Hold

SPL Equity FD is a reasonable fund to have in the CST portfolio because:

4
Low

Benefits:

Price ratios
RYSEX
~.:.;.;;..;.;;;.;.:.;:;.;;_-----------..;.;.;..;:.~-..;C;.;a;.;t;;.e.ll.o~
This fund has an attractive record. On the whole, historical returns have been better
Forward 12 month PiE
Current PIS

16.1
0.72
1.65
5.9
1.3%

16. 1 than average: with very low volatility/risk. The managers are strongly bent on value

.
0 71

stocks and are very selective in their process. The fund has had outstanding returns
over the last 5 years with the exception of 2003. This was due to the comparative
Current P/B
1.65 higher performance of growth stocks last year.
Sales Growth
1 55
Risks:
1 . 20~
Dividend Y1eld
The fund slipped in its rating from 5 star to 4 star due to outperformance by small
Risk Measures _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~growth stocks. Expense ratios is moderate and the fund allocates a high portion to
F::;;..;;;;:.:;:;;:.;.:.:..
21 .04 cash relative to its peers.
16.48
Standard Deviation
Sharpe Rallo
Trailing Returns
~==..,;..,;.=.;.;.;.;;....
1 year
3 year (annualized)
Portfolio Compos~lon

1.3

Recommendation :
_____~--------37.88%
38-.-5-0-::./c I recommend holding on to this stock in line with the recommendations of the fund

14. 64 ~

managers. This stock is now closed to additional investment, however we do own a
substantial amount of this fund (relative to our total portfolio size). The risk
~====....,===---------------l associated is low, and it has a high track record of performance.
Stocke
82.2%
Bonde
Other

Cae.h
Fees
e:xpenses
Minimum Investment

22.96%

0.0%
0.0%
178%
0%
1.20%
N/A

Sector Hold in e
Business Svcs.
Consumer Goods
Consumer Svcs.
Energy
Financial Svcs.
Hardware
Healthcare Svcs.
Industrial materials

10.60%
32.70%
2360%
4.50%
1.8Q%
0.00%
2.3o·~

2140%

UWitles

2.30%
0.80%
0.00%
0.00%

Bob Evans Farms
L.ubrizol
Lancaster Colon

3 70%
3.04%
3.03%
2.99%

Media
Software
Telecommunications

4/15/2004
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Ticker:

DSISX

Small Growth

Recommendation

Small Growth, Low NAV, good performance

4
The fund has achieved a 4 star rating from morning star for the 5, 3 and 1 year
period.

Current PIS
CurrentP/8

The NAV of the fund is very low allowing the manager to effectively navigate the
small and micro cap investment universe. Also as NAV becomes large the quality
of management tends to go down.

Sates €Srowth

OMdend Yield
The fund has posted exceptional returns s ince inception. and managed the bear
market well.

Standard Deviation

We believe the fund adequately fits the small growth portion of the CST fund.

3Year
5 Year
Stocks
Bonds

Other

98.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0%
1.1-8%
$2,500

l.it:epolnt Hospitals

3.19
2.78
2.75
2.56
2.4'9
2.47
2.46
2.45
2.39
2.33

Business Services

1:6.15

Financial Servk:es

Hi.70

Excel technology

Gaylord Entertainment
Genesee & Wyoming A
PhiladelPhia Cons Hldg
Hologic

Philadelphia Suburban
Wamaco Group
Trimble Navigation
Penq 1-fational Gaming

1;9,06

Industrial Materials

9 .46

Cons1:1mer Services

8.55

The extreemly low NAVin light of such spectacular performance is questionable.
We asked the marketing comapany and the response was that the fund does not
spend much on marketing. We believe there might be another reason. however
we could not uncover any evidence to suggest not purchasing the fund .

4/15/2004
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CRUMMER SUNTRUST PORTFOLIO RESEARCH
Ticker:

Recommendation

SGLDX

Stron

Scudder Gold & Precious Metals AARP
~--------~------~~~~~~
Morningstar CategOfY
Spec!a)ty,•Precieus Metals Exposure to Gold market, diversify exposure to CEF in this asset class
4

24.3
2 .5
$.7
7.2
6%
51.98
1.!)8
-2.01%
54.3-2%

3year
5year

NA

NA

Stocks
Bonds

91!.1%
O.Go/o
3.5%

Other

0%
1.65%
$1,000

Ivanhoe Mines
Bema Gold
CambJor
PlaeerOome
'Mleaton Rivers Minis ~Can;
Kinross Gold
Goldcorp
GlamisGold
lAMSOLO
Gold Fields AOR

Industrial Macterials

9.25%
5.05%
4.65%
4 .19%
3.66%
3.38%
3 .38%
3.02%
2.91%
2.00%
99.75

Ene~y

0.2~

0
G
0

0
0
0

Risks:

4/15/2004
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15, 2004
Ticker:

Recommendation

HFCGX

~----~s~e~ct~o~r~if~~~~----~~----------, HennessyMutFDSinc
Morningstar Category

Small Blend

Cornerstone Growth FD is a good fund to hav e in the CST portfolio because:

Morningstar ~atlng
This fund has an outstanding record. Most of the offerings in its category have turned
Morningstar Rlsk
Avemge
in very strong results over the past five years, but even compared with its peers, the
jE!~~~!._________...;.;~-..!1!~~-~~2£?.~ fun d's returns for that period a re among the best.
The Growth Fund strategy uses a stringent four- step process that screens 10,000
different companies. The company's strategy is bound by its prospectus, which means
CuJTent PIS
it cannot change the parameters for stock selection w ith shareholder approval. The
Current PIB
2.8
fund has been profitable every year since inception. The table below is a summary of
Sales Growth
4.2
its total returns compared toS&P 500 and its benchmark. the Russell 2000 .
OMdend Y ield
9.5%
"Hennessy targets small-cap companies, but during the year, ideally, they'll grow into
l!!!!.!!~!!!!~2!----------------.,....-~ midcaps. The portfolio's average market cap is $1.82 billion , according to Lipper. Last
year, the computer screens led Hennessy to companies ranging from digital-consumer19A4
electronics manufacturer Nam Tai Electronics (NTE) to bed maker Select Comfort
0.72
Group (SCSS) and agricultural supplier Tractor Supply (TSCO). These bets paid off
r-:;:::;:ww::l:~it-------------.-,.-.n~,.--------:-l handsomely, as the fund gained 45.8% in 2003, placing it in the top 15% of its peer
1 year
"' .,,
group ."
3 year {annualized)
14,811%

4

43 1

Stock.s

Bonds
Other (.f oreign)

&!:1.8%
0.0%
&.2%
4.0%

0%
1.1:0%
$2,500

Harman lntemational
PacifiCafe Health Systems
liBngineered Support
Select Comfort
AVid "fechnology
F1tagstar BanCO!fp
JB Hunt Transport Services
Tractor Supply
ChiCago Bfldge & ILOn
Business Svcs.
Consumer Goods
Consumer Svcs.
Enert:Jy

svcs.

Financial
Hardware

3.14%
3.13%
3.00%
2 .87%
2.86%
2 .53%
2.44%

2.39%
2.31%
17.20%
20.20%
t5.2f>%
1.70%
10.40%
5.4'0%

Risks:
The fund does take on average levels of risk compared to its peers, a nd has an average
expense ratio. Thus, volatility and expenses are not high, but they are not on the lower
rung either.

Recommendation:
The fund has gotten its rating by turning out strong re turns while being only moderately
volatile relative to its peers. I recommend a strong hold on the fund, with the option of
additional purchase with leftover funds.
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April 15, 2004

Asset Class:

As much as $5.70/ADS to be destributed to shareholders at $20-per-barrel, as
much as $8. 90/ADS to be distributed at $30 oil prices. This is over a 3 year
period.

$55

12·18 Month Pdce Target
~ta

0.6

3.14%

D•'ildend%

Bought back stock in last 5 years, and stuck to commitmenl to return cash Ia
sh areholders. This company is sticking by thier word

More focused approach will increase ROCE to inline with industry garnering an
higer multiple. Traditional ly traded at discount to XOM mutliple. we believe this no

OF from Optlfalk>r!s

159 B

Free OF

longer is warrented given the companies re-focused strategy.

6.4

Increased productions levies from 250K to 450K

Projected 5 year growth rate

Forward 12 month Pie

15.70

PIS

0.84

109

PIB

2.71

2.74
Risks:
Earnings subject to cyclical nature of Integrated Energy Companies

Earnings 1 Year

G.7%

EaGn1ngs 3 Year

3.5%

Earn1ngs 5 Year

7.6%

Sales

260%

Ma!ketCap

199.46 B

Net Reve111:1es

2368

Net Income

t0.3 B
159 B

Total Assets

$

Book. ValtJG

1" 76 per 5hare

0.1B

DebtiSq_urty

Company Description:
Gil company -Mm f®! main b.l&ine&sos fxJ)ItX.ailOn an€£ProdUG1ion; Gaa, Power
and-Renewable&, Refining.and•Martc.e1ing, and Ctlem~cafa Exploratfoo and

Pt<><l.l<illot>1t1dud<o 011 ondnahlrOiga• exj)IOlaUon ani! Bold devtloPl'\01\tana
ptoductioo, tqgether with pipeline transwrtation and natural gas J)lOCe$si1g.

Gat, Power and·R• newables aGtivlties tntitlde mark&Mg,and hdtng otnalttral
gaal natural,.gas ftqufd,o.w nwket deVQ!opment. kqllefi$d natl!f8Jgas arxt,aolarancU11Mwablet The acti'Vitie• of·R~ftnlng •nd,Marketlng include Oil tOppty and
trading, ae 'Nell at relinfng;,-and marketing. Chemlcals aotM1le$tndude
P""<><hemlcalt.tnOnur.Cillflng .00 lnllfketln~, fn Stptember 2003, BP motged
Its ROssM aesete into those of Tywnen 0t1 Co. {1'NK}. creatin; 'fNK.SP, a joint
vemur• between the Gon:tp8'n)'Wfd tne Alfa Gfoup and Acoeu..Ref.lova

tGO!leetlvety, AAII). In adilltlon, tho Comp•l)Y plans to tnoorpo"'to MR!s 50%
lolere>lill<lAO Slo.vJI•Jto • R""'loo oil eom~>aoy,tnlo TNK•El?.

MarcBiantll:ll

Above average exposure to Russia = Higher political risk

H igh expectations for growth

= might be hard to reach

4/15/2004
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1i2·18Month Price Target

B>ltli

$4G

Equity

Recent restructuring changes complete, compnay is ready to improve the long
underperforming up-stream segment of the business.

0.6

DivlcJend%

291%

Cf' from OpetaliOAS

2.7t> B

Fre&CF

1.26 B

We believe that with the new management and opportunites in West Africa with
the well timed acquisition of of CSX Energy assets at $21 a barrel MRO is ready t<
demand a higher multiple relative to peers.

P(ojectad 5 y§tat gcowtll rate

Fo;ward f2 month PIE

110

PIS

0 .28

PIB

1.68
Risks:
Above average exposure to refining and marketing

Eamiflgst Ye~

-10.2%

Eamings 3 Year

-4.9%

Earnings 5 Year

8.0%

Sales

101%

~!Cap

Net Revenues

367 B

NetlneOme

1.3 B

TOtal Assets

1-948

Book Value

6.08 B

De!JliEqwty

0.6-7

Mora1h011 01 e.rpq<•UOit·I•-Q<d ln\YOrldWide elcplofati0<1 011dprodueti«t ol
crude olhaod'l!Oiuml OM• Th<ooQh •ts Sl!'..0·-0<1 com-e<l·•llb•"""ry,
Mar-atnon.oA.1hieod P(!:trolaum UC. tne Oompany a)t.o re-lnH, tMrkeN and
~..,_,. oruda 011 aodpoll'ollfilm producls, primarily 1111\o Mldwes~ 11\o """"r
Great-Pre:lns-and &outh.eut61n lJni:led Stamt&.ln add._liOQ, Marathon cpetate$
otherbuatnewea tnatmwket an<f ll'aosport-fte ~arid ~~ ne:tuni•QiS,
crude Otf<and product. manutacturedlfJom oeturaJ gas.

Mare Blanehl

Volitiale earnings under weak economic scenario
AGE Analyst computes a 7% premium multiple to OXY and Connoco

4/15/2004
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12-18 Month PrJce Target

Company is highly levered, and expanding quickly. Will provide a growth position
in the stoggy presence of XOM, BP, anc OXY.

$S7

Beta
On the acquisiton tra il

Divfdend%
This high financial leverage could lead to very high earnigs growth This
combination could be feast for fami ne for the position in the CST fund.
A small position is recom mended for this risky company.

OF from Operalloos

Hl2MM

Free OF

-529MM

Projected 5 year gro;vth !llle

Forward 12 month PIE

106

PIS

P1B
Risks:
Very high debt to equity ratio
Earnm~gs

1 Year

Refining market might be at a top

Eamfngs 3 Year

SarnJOgs s Year

sares

e

Market Cap

2.3

Net Reve-s

668
116.6MM

Net tooome
Total Assets

37 B

6Qok Value

$

OeOtJE.q,nty

15 44 per share
1.25

Rolin"' end 111Jppior olunbfandod tnlrniportallon fuelo. healing oil.
petro«i:emleaf feedltciob, pt~eum ~kt and:olher pttK-oltutl\lprO<kfett 1h tfte
Unltod s.. too As of Oe<efllber 31, 2002, Ill<> Company Cl'Mled and oporntod
two rdnooeo wlltt • oombi(lod ~oil ll:rougl\put oapO<Ity ol420;000
ba!telo P"' day (l)pd). Tho relinotl.. e,.io<etedln Port Artllur, Tex.., and
~. Ohio.lo March 2003.11>o Comc>onY acqu•e<l a 1SO,OOO·bpd·rofineq In
Memphis) Tennetsee, bril'lginq ib combined crude oHJhroug_bput capa,clty·to
61¢,000 bpd. The Company sent ita.products on aq,urtbrWod<bas.a to
approxrmat<lly 1.200 dlstrAArtots end ch<rln>retallm tflrougll ilio..., p{oduct
d<ouib<JliOn •yotom and an o~tet\tlllo thkrlopllft\'..,Od p<oduct·diotribultoo
system, aa ~ at·iO tM spot market.

Mara Biancht

4/15/2004
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Asset Class:

1--___;~~~----~~:t!;..!.~~~ Hewlett-Packard Company
~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~

12-1-8 Month PriGe Target
Beta

The value play in the tech hardware growth market

Attractive valuation compared to major competitor DELL, and other industry
competit()(s IBM and Lexmark.

$4Q

1.7
Good projected growth in notebook market

Olvioond%

1.48%
Emergence of corporate spending on IT of Y2K purchased equipment
Recent success with cost savings initiative

cf from Operatlons

6,00 B

FreeGF

427 6

PtQjected S year growth rate

Forwal'd 12 month PIE

161

PIS

0.95

P'IB

1.65
Risks:

Recent loss of market share in servers
23.1%

Eafnlt1{1S 3 Year

14.4%

Earn'lf\9S 5 Year

11.3%

Low top line growth forcasts in key business segments

Sale&

96%

Market Cap

6964 B

Net Revenues

747 B

Net Income

2.a a

TOtal Assets

74 7 B

Book Value

OebtiEquily

per share

017

Hewlett.Packa«< Oolllllony 18 a gtoi>ol te<hnoloi!r eompany·tlle~op.,....., •~><
busln..s segmonl>:tlltlmag.ng aO<I ~Group PPG), lh• P......,at
Sy&lemo G!:oup {PSG). the Enterpri5t Syolemo Gtcup (I?SG), HP SOOIICet
IHPS), HP Flnon<hl &~Mots (HPFS) and OoiPOf'llt lnvtsuneUUl. lPG
PfOYld. .nome ondbtiS!n..,lmaglog, prm;ng aQd-pobliOI>Ing dev!oe• •nd
•Y>ItP111, dlgll•t '""'Qill9P<•duoto, prinwr •uppa,a and<onoulllng<~t!IVicta
PSG•provide• <:OJ"""'rolalpei'BOnal_t... (PCa),-t!'PCo.
-•tafiono. •
hand-held ool11pUilll9 de'li<:... OIQ!tat entenaiomant

""'""of

sy&tenl$, cak:ulatoru iAd 04heMeietod aec69sorl..-, software and-uervi~H
ESG-offe~ ..rvero, -oga an<hollwore s oMion•. HPS provide• o ponfoio of

lnfotm•tlon teohnology SOf\/1-- HPFS provldoo valuo•a<tood·flnor>dlilllloorde
managoment.....,cea Oorporat•ll)ve<ilme!11> IMlud.. HP l..liboratorleo and
..,..;.~... bc:ubation prOje<to.

